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ABSTEACT 

Amidst the complexities Cf mcderr tecbrology, the 

structural engineer has come to re17 cn the ccmputer for 

general hcusekeeping. Ihe design and constructicr cf precast 

concrete framed structuxes is cne instance where computing 

facilities can te sensitI7 utilised. 

7his tbesis is privaril7 corcerEed with all asFects that 

directI7 affect the cost cf a famiI7 of precast concrete 

structures. One such t1pe of structure has been studied in 

detail. Cost factcrs including fatricaticur haulage, 

foundatIoE. cladding and erection have been studied ir relation 

to this structure and within an industrial envircivent. 7he 

results have been used to develop a suite of programs. One of 

the programs in this suite is a cost acdel which anal7sess 

designs and costs precast concrete Ecital frazed buildings. 

using efficient data structure modelling and picture 

transformation routines, a graphics progras has teen developed. 

This graphics prograt can be interfaced with the cost nodel 

such that at any design sessior a set of ergineerirg drawings 

and bending schedule sheet cam te output digitally. 7he cost 

model caL also le interfaced with a cost ccntour Frograt and 

an optizi2ing algorithm such that an optimum desicn can be 

achieved at a design session ard the asscciated coEt response 

surface may also te generated digitally. 

Saxple data sets are input tc the suite cf prcgrans and 



the results are presented. CoLclusicns are drawn on the 

significance of these results and tke relevance of tkis study 

to existirg iEdustrial practice. 
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CHAPTEE 1 

IlN7RCDUCIICW 

1.1 OVERVIEV 

This chapter defines the theme of the thesis ard shows the 

zethods and techniques that have been employed tc solve the 

problem. A preference Las teen stated for interactive computing 

methodclogy as an efficient and irdisFensable tool that can cope 

with present day civil engineerirg ccaplexities. 

1.2 THE PEOIELEM 

The prcblem of designing and erecting a structure is as old as 

the beginnings of man; the pbilcscrby ard zethcds cf Eclution 

however, have differed from time to time. when precast 

concrete evolved as an cffstcct of traditicnal concrete 

corstruction, it ushered into the Construction Industry another 

unique industry. That industry ncw plays at impcrtant role in 

civil engineering. This thesis is primarily concerned with all 

factors that directly affect the cost cf a fazily cf precast 

concrete structures. 

The principal task is to tuild tc satisfy a client's 

request. Given an atea of land spaces it is the task for the 
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engineer tc fill the space econcaically with a suitable 

building. For instance if the shape of the tuildirg is fixed 

there are several alternate desigrs tbat-can be used. If we 

limit cur preference tc portal frazed structures, we still have 

a wide range of topologically various types tc chccse from. it 

is left tc the engineer therefore to make an optimum selection 

from several primary parameters and to justify that this 

selecticn iE eccncxical. 

. Unlike in-situ concrete ccnstructicr, precast concrete 

structural units are prefabricated and transported to an 

erection site. 7hese interzediate stages, especially 

fabricaticn, and the final erection stage contribute 

substantially to the overall first costs cf the structure. 

Improvements to e2isting practice that would reduce global costs 

without adversely violating any deSiSn CCLStrairt zust be a 

whclescie theme for study. In the search for such a solution 

the problem was approacked from fcur standEcirts: 

1. To develop a design algorithm based on a code of practice 

allowing primary variables as input 

2. Tc develop a cost model based cr typical industrial practice 

3. To allow a search for an optiaun design using an appropriate 

optimizing algoritb2 

4. To develop an efficient ccmputer graphical output systen 

that will provide a set of working drawings, berdinS schedule 

and ccst contour saps fcr feasible designs. 
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1.3 SCOTE OF STUDY 

This study was carried cut in the form of design, factory wcrk 

study, field survey, computer prcgranKirg and intexactive 

computer graphics. 

structural desiSn was based cn lizit-state philosophy 

(Section 4.3). Work study was carried out in a precast concrete 

factory in Eishop Auckland, Cc. Eurbas and similar otsexvations 

were made in a second precast concrete factory at St. Ives,, 

Cambridgeshire., studies on erecticn were wade at---cme twenty 

sites in Co. Durham, North lorkshire, Cambridgeshire and 

Northamptonshire. Tecbniques and sethcds cf erection 

(Section A-1.5) of a leading firm were studied and ccnventional 

work study was made on the intex-connexicm cf the vaxicus 

structural components. Work study was also dcne on fixing 

cladding (Chapter 5) to the frame skeletcn. market prices of 

cement., ccarse and fire aggregates and steel reinforcement have 

been assumed. Prices of connexior accessories (i. e. hock bolts 

and nuts, screws, top hatse connectors, brackets, cleats, tic 

rods and nuts, purlin bolts etc. ) have been cbtained from 

proprietary manufacturers. So have beer prices cf cladding 

materials (such as skeeting, ridge capFirgs, finials, barge 

boards, fillers, exparsion fitments and spacers). Haulage rates 

have been obtained from a haulier. 

A suite cf prcgians was developed to anallsep design and 

cost the structure and its skin. A standaid optimising 

algorithm (Chapter 3) was used. A graphical output systet 
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couprising a set cf wcrking drawirgs, bending schedule and cost 

contour surfaces was developed with suitable graphical packages 

(Chapter 7). Graphical displays were retfcrted cn a Computek. 

400 and drawn on a Calccmp 936 plcttter. ill progremming was 

done on an IBM 370/166 operating under wortlusbriar Urivetsities 

multiple Access Ccaputer time-sharing systes. 

1.4 ALGORITHMIC DESIGN AND COST fEDELLING 

The engineer uses the computer crly as a tccl tc assist in 

performing various tasks which otherwise would te cumbersome, 

monotonous and time-consuming. Without cosputing facilities, 

certain present day engineering tasks could nct be accomplished 

without utilising many unproductive manbours. Ccnsider the 

present problem : 

Every month a typical engineering firm night receive about 

ten invitations to tender for the provisicn of portal frazed 

buildings of varoius types. Iraditictall7, each tender invclves 

design, costing and providing wcrking drawings 

for client, contractor, and - plarning persit. It could take up 

to ten working days fcr a staff of three (two engineers and one 

draughtsman) to complete one suct tender, that is cne hundred 

working days per mcnth to cope with the firm's tendering. In 

practice, however, the firL wculd bave standard compcnent 

designs, but the task cf costing and providing wcrkirg drawings 

in each case will still c"cDsuze muct skilled lahcul. 
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The same project can be handled efficiently and faster by 

employing CAD techniques., The solution to this particular 

problem will-involve design Input fcr each project to give 

design ard cost information in a matter of seconds., A standard 

plotter will take only minutes rather that days to complete a 

set of working dravirgs., Computing methods are accurate and 

reliable as they are free from human erxcrs., These are the 

principal factors that make an algorithmic approach to design 

and costing of civil engineering works desirable. 

An efficient design and ccst model ý has four distinct 

features : 

10. The design philosophy must be consistent with the 

conventioral Code of Fractice. 

2., A limited number of input parameters, say up to ten, must be 

used., 

3. The system must be fully automated and aust nct irvolve the 

use of design charts., 

4. The model must ke easily accessible to an optimizing 

algorithm 

5., The model must represent true first costs and must not treat 

as trivial any factor that affects global, costs., 
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CHAPTEE 2 

PRECAST CCNCRETT STIUCTUBTS 

2.1 OVERVIEN 

In this cbapter, the structure whick. Las been chcsen for this 

study bas been defined and other structures ct tie precast 

concrete family related to the study are described. Economic 

trends in the Precast Concrete Industry are examined and 

compared with the larSer Constructicu Industry it tie context 

of eccncmic depressict, cf recent years. In this retrospect, an 

economic justification emerges fcr this larticular study of a 

secticn of the Precast Concrete Industry that enjoys moderately 

increased profits in sucL circumstances. Eoth traditional and 

modern methods cf fabricating structural components are 

examined and methods of handling and erecticn are discussed. 

2.2 THE SIRMURE 

The basic structural ccnfiguraticu selected for this study and 

referred to elsewhere as IHE STRUCTURE is the tiree-pinned 

pitched Eortal frame (Fig 2.01). Other than the Eingle spar 

building with one or more Lays there are other vaxiations with 
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multiple spans and bays. The framework of the structure 

cosprises cclumns, rafters, purlins, sheeting rails and gutter 

beams. The skin of the structure is termed cladding 

(Chapter 5). 

Distinctions are made between various types of the 

following structural elements : 

1. Main columns of the portal frame and end posts used in 

openings on the gatle face. 

2. Gla2ing rails and sheeting rails. 

3. Eaves gutters, and valley gutters used for multi-span eaves 

drainage. 

7he structure was selected for its simplicity and extensive 

industrial applicaticn. Its behaviour car be extended to 

sizilar structures in the Precast Concrete Industry. Another 

pitched portal frame of iEdustrial significance is one with 

fixed feet (Fig 2.02). Due tc this fixity, ccnsideratle 

moments are generated at the eaves and at the pitch thus 

requiring haunches at both sectiors. A third type of portal 

frame is one with a very low pitch also sbcwn in pig 2.02. 

Multi-storey precast concrete frames suitable for large 

scale production are illustrated in Fig 2.03.7hese are usually 

limited tc two and thzee storeys. Various sulti-sran ranges 

and combinations of one fort with anctber such as the following 

are ccxxoE : 



FIG 2.02 INDUSTRIAL 
FRAMES 

PORTAL 

-9- 

FIG 2.03 HIGH-RISE FRAMES 
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1. Twc-stcrej integrated vith fixed feet or Firred portal 

frame . 
2., Three-storey integrated with fixed feet or Finred portal 

frame. 

2.3 THE PRECAST CCNCRETE INDUSTRY 

The Erecast Concrete Industry ir the UK employs 2EOOO people 

out of the total 1020ClOOO laLour force of the Ccnstruction 

Industry, i. e. 2.33%. Between 1971-1978, the tctal output of 

the Ccrstructicn Industry and Precast Concrete Industry are 

respectively estimated at 102169 and W602, i. e. tle latter's 

output represents 3.72 percent ct the icruer. It can te seen 

that the Precast Ccncrete Industrj has relatively a low labcur 

content. With alout 250 firms and 55255- factories (1978) the 

Precast Ccncrete Irdustry ccnsuzes about 14% of the total 

cement used in the Constructicn Industry. PrecaEt concrete 

prcducts can be categcrised under two sections : 

1. Structural units - frames, lirtels, tlccks, heasse floor 

and rccf units, piles, bricks, copings. tridge beass, tunnel 

segments, retaining walls, kerbs, channels and paving slats. 

2. Other units - Garden and agricultural products, street 

furniture,, fencitg, lighting columns, domestic products, 

Architectural cast stone, floor ard roof tiles and drainage 

units. 
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Wc-rldwide economic recessicn in recert years has had a 

substantial effect on the Construction Industry in general and 

the Irecast Concrete Industry ir particular. It Fig 2.04 

output for 1974 has been expressed as 100 units and other 

outputs computed in relaticn tc this index. It is seen that 

though the Frecast ccrciete outputs rcse during the period 1971- 

19736 the trend has been dramatically reversed in the recession 

era. It aFlears that the worst of the economic slump ocurred in 

1978 but it is still tco early to speculate or recovery tc 

1973 levels. 

like other manufacturing industxies, the Precasi Concrete 

industry has survived the worldwide economic setbacks mainly 

through cuts in latour. fig 2. C5 indicates that total turnover 

continues to rise steadily it the recession era and profits 

(before interest and tax) are already back at 1973 levels. 

2.4 PHICAST CONCRETE TEAMED SIRUCIURES 

out of the 250 precast concrete firms, 1C fabricate framed 

structural components on a large scale and 55 ctber Iiims on a 

small scale. Between 1971-1919 the total output cf framed 

structures is estimated at 4.5 millicn tcmtes, i. e. an average 

of 0.5 zillion tonne every year. E2pressed in terms of cost# 

framed structures between the --axe period form 15.26% of all 

precast concrete prcducts manufactured. Data -shown in 

Table 2.01 and Fig 2.06 have teen obtained frcm Froprietary 
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IAELI 2.01 UK PBECAST CCNCEIII FRAEID S7BUCIUFES 

YEAR CUIEUI (7cnrles) 

1971 4000CO 

1972 5167CO 

1973 735CCO 

1974 4050CO 

1975 450000 

1976 48COCO 

1977 4650CO 

1978 4950CO 

1979 5400CO 
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fabricators. Fig ^d,. Oe indicates that since the all-time low 

output in 1974, demand has been steadily growing. Fig 2.07 

shows that since 1971, demand fcr framed structures has 

surpassed average precast concrete products. Growtt in demand 

for these structures can be directly related tc their wide 

range cf uses. Bcth Frivate and public organisations have need 

for them. About 40% of all the structures erected anually are 

for agricultural purpcses. Three main categories of users are 

1. Agricultural tuildings - for storage cf agricultural 

prcduce, feeds, etc. 

2. Industrial purposes - warehouses, factories, offices, etc. 

3. General jurposes - recreational centres, church buildings. 

Three principal advantages inEerent ir yrecast concrete 

construction over traditional in-situ construction are : 

1. Because the structural ccmronents are marufactured# 

advantage can te taken of factory facilities to control 

materials and specifications with resultant high and accurate 

standards. 

2. During erection,, fo mwork, is virtually eliminated. This 

yields sutstantial savings in construction costs. 

3. A faster erecticn tine is achieved Witt precast 

construction. 
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2.5 IFABEICAIION MITHUS 

flethods cf fabricating precast concrete units are largely 

dependent an the extent that sectatisaticr is used. 

Traditicnal techriques are still-in use but with future higher 

demands they will give way to sore zodern zethcds. Fig 2.08 

shcws tte layout cf a typical traditional precast concrete 

factory specialising in portal frames. For test results each 

of the elements described in Section 2.2 are fatricated on 

seperate production lines. Columr and rafter moulds tend to be 

the heaviest and must nct preferably be moved after concrete is 

placed. Ihey will therefore generally reguire acre production 

space whilst the relatively lighter purlin, sheeting rail and 

gutter team moulds can be stacked after corciete is Ilaced and 

so sake rcca for fresh Flacing. 

2.5.1 PROLUCTION LIVIS 

Fig 2.09 shows a cbart descritirg the processirg cf various 

structural units. A central ccncrete batching plant is located 

in a convenient pCsItion. As with ctber zanx: facturing 

prccesses, separate wcrk gangs are retaimed for each of the 

following lines: 

1. Cclunts 

2. Rafters 
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3. Purlirs 

4., Sheeting and glazing tails 

5. Eaves and valley gutters 

6. Steel cutting and bending 

The following activities are coamcn tc line 1-4: 

i. Prepare zould to take steel cage and ccncrete 

ii. Place concrete 

iii. Stack sculd (lines 1 and 2) 

iv. Dezould element. 

Usually concrete is allowed overnigEt befcre dexculding takes 

place. 

7he major difference 

mechanized factories is 

methods take advantage of 

tetween the producticn 

Concrete can thus te zequ 

pressiLg a tuttcn. 

between traditional and acdern highly 

in the concrete tatchinc. Modern 

zechanisation tc allcw interaction 

lines atd the central batching plant. 

ested frca a producticn lime by nerely 

2.6 HANDLING AND EREC71CE TECHNIQUES 

flember components of the structure tave tc te trarsEarted from 

the factcry to the erection site. It is therefore certain that 

structural members will be sutjected to berding and torsional 
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stresses which though taken care Cf at the design stage must te 

limited te tolerable levels. Ideally, zeabers should be 

transported in the saxe manner as they will eventually he fixed 

in the structure. That is Leams tc le laid bcrizortally and 

coluzrs vertically. 5-ince this is not always practical to 

achieve, safety precautions must be used tc ensure no 

structural damage is done to the members at the transporting 

stage. Some of these precautions are : 

1. Optimum curing must be achieved in the factory possibly 

before hauling tegins., 

2. Special inserts should be included to facilitate lifting. 

3.. Members must be tied securely tc the transport . irg vehicle 

so as tc reduce relative zoveserts. 

4. Members must be urlcaded at strategic and conveniint parts 

of the site to reduce site bandlir-g ccsts. 

Erecticn is usually undertaken by either a proprietary 

fabricator or a specialist ccntractci. A typical erection teat 

would consist of a gang of four ircluding a crate operator. 

Access roads must be provided and the site must be capable of 

admitting a motile crane. Structural metbeis and fixing 

accessciies stacked at the site must not iap. ede the crane's 

movements. 

Usually,, columin foundaticns associated With this 

construction can withstand up tc 15C kW/z2 ard can te zeadily 

constructed fro& timber moulds. Column bases are unteinforced 
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except in special cixcumstances. At least cre day must be 

allowed for these bases to cure sufficiently befcre proceeding 

with column erection. The entize erecticu prccedure is 

suzzarised telow ; 

1. Fitch main frame columns and check fcr their vcrt callty 

using a sFirit level. use vooden wedges to provide tempoxary 

stability and remove before grouting column bases 

2. Gutter or valley beams are fixed to ccluars at the eaves 

after at least twc columns have been pitched 

3. Sheeting and glazing tails are Iclted tc coluirs Ireferably 

after eaves members have been fixed 

4. 
- 

frect rafters spanning the widtl of tte structcre between 

columns. To prevent Iccal damage to haunches whilst the portal 

action is still incomplete, props and crate supfcrt must be 

provided in the intermediate stage until whole portal franes 

are fixed. 

5. Purlins axe usually the last structural compcnents to le 

fixed in the framework. 

2.7 CCNCLUSICIS 

The structure that has been selected for this study is cf 

enormous economic impcrtance. tata piesented in this chapter 

shows that despite wcrldwide eccncmic depression there is a 

reasonable growth in dezand frcs totb Frivate and public 
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sectors of the econozy for the structuxe. It car alEo te seer 

that all asFects cf the constructicn of such a building are 

readily definable ard are therefore amenalle to comfuter aided 

design. 
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CHAFTEF 

SIRUCIURAL OPlIM12AIICW 

3.1 OVEEVIEW 

One of the aims of this study is to seek algcrithoicallye an 

optimum design for the structure at each deEign sessicn. In the 

first secticn of this chapter some recent advances in the field 

of structural optimization are reviewed. The rest of the 

chapter explains how an optinizaticn ioutine Is lirked with the 

cost zcdel (deEcribea in Chapter 6) to search fcr ar optisaII7 

designed structure. 

3.2 STATE Of THE IET 

The apElication Of OptiNi2aticn methodology tc structural design 

has been pursued rigorously ir tle Fast twerty-five years. 

During this period a zeasure of success has teen achieved in 

some areas of the subject thougl this level cf success has not 

resulted in any sajor practical apElicatiot of oFtimization 

methodology in the design office. In fact, tc date cEtinization 

prccedure-- remain a subject fcr research and not a readily 

available design tool. Five reascrs will le identified here 

for the slow rate at which OptiNi2aticn is lending itself to the 

practical, designer : 
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1. Most optimization algcritbas have been evolved ty 

mathetaticians vhc have little or rc appieciaticr for design 

complexities. Such algorithms need to be tested ard possitly 

tailored to suit structural pictlems by ergineeis. This 

transfcrnation is so far lacking. 

2. Successful applications of cptiaizaticE piccedureE that have 

so far been repcrted have mainly been concerned with fully 

stressed designs that use minimum weigEt as the cptimality 

critericn. 7hese arplicaticns tend to investigate loading 

configurations on structural assemblages using steel as the 

construction material. Rhilst acknowledging their usefulness, 

it is also true that a lot of the engineer'S time is consumed in 

designimg structural elements. Cptiaum design of structural 

elements which can be converted into structural assemblages 

seems a far acre useful approach. 

3. Steel has received more cf the optialzaticr researcher's 

attenticn than structural concrete. This Is inevitable since 

structural-concrete design poses larger parametric prcblems than 

steel design and as such compcunds an already complicated 

process. 

4. Structural design is complex. Iny auxilliary tool must seek 

to simplify this procedure. Sirce forsulatior and development 

of optimization procedures could often te tedious and coaplex 

many prospective users are naturally disccuiaged. 

5. Hinisus cost should be the otjective of every optimization 

project. Some of the repcrted aEplicaticLs have ignored 

important ccst factors such as fcrmwork and construction costs. 

This casts doubts as to whether such prccedures represent true 
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first costs. A simplification cf this Latute is cfter justified 

by its atility to fit the sathematical fcrnat cf available 

optinizaticn techniques at the expense cf real structural 

costs. 

Literature on structural optimi2ation continues to grow. 

The following secticns comprise a chrcnclcgical descripticn of 

the acre significant structural cptiaizaticn application. 

1. An applicaticn of OptiNi2ation procedures to the design 

and fabrication of steel portal fraRes was amcmg the first 

practical attempts reported it 1S73. ID this ca-se study 

Knaptons used selective fabrication methods and Eritish Steel 

corporation price lists to develcp a cost todel. The objective 

functicn was fcraulated from six primary variables and design 

reguirements were used as ccnstraints. A Simplex algorithm 

was used to drive the CptiMi2aticn process and the inclusion of 

fabrication details such as welding ccsts in the zodel nakes 

the results significart. Savings between 5-10% were xeported as 

compared with contempcrary desigr sethods. 

2. Lave and HarrimanLl (19'75) used optimization metbods in 

the design of a real civil engineering prcject. The first 

structural element to be oFtizi2ed was a sixFle reinforced 

concrete column base. Forming the objective function frox 

material costs, and constraints from grcund pressures and 

shear stres-cess twc algorithms were employed to seratch for an 
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optimum design. First Rcsentrock, s algcritba atd tLen a nodal 

search procedure were employed both of which yielded identical 

results. The nodal search technigue was further used to design 

a rectangular reinforced concrete service reservcir. Relevant 

loading conditions were coLsidered and cclumt slacings of 

between 4.5 - 5.5 a were reconmended. 

3. Structural protlems xeguiring discrete eleaent sizes 

often Fose problems in optimum design. Ihe technique of 

assuming a continuous spectrum ard rounding off tle optilux 

solution to the nearest discrete value reduces the validity of 

the fimal ortimum value. Lipson and Gwin'3 (1977) presented a 

minimization technique fcr a space truss using design 

variables that specify both geometry and zeater sizes. The 

objective function includes structural weight, fabrication 

costs and ccnetructicE costs. Constraints are fcrmed from 

allowable stresses, Euler tuckling cmiteria, joint 

displacement, and discrete member Si2es. Ihe &enter sizes were 

selected from a conventional talle in acccrdance with American 

code requirements. The optimization procedure was based on the 

Complex Eethod of Box which requires randox gereiaticn of 

initial feasible designs. A 25 member truss was designed 

initially for an optimum geometry. Iwo separate materials were 

used. First alumuniua tubes with a nominal diameter-to- 

thickness ratio of M. A typical optimal design reduced an 

initial weight of 375 kq to 83 kg after 33 iterative changes. 

Secondly, steel angle sections were used., A typical design 

reduced an initial design from $1189 to 3546. Thirdly, the 
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steel angles were used with variable truss gecaetry, which 

resulted in substamtial savings. 

4. Cptimization of a structural elexert was reported in 

1977 by Chcu3 using a reinforced concrete I-beam. The moment 

reinforcement and concrete costs formed the objective function 

but stirrups and distritutcrs were igtcred. lagrange 

multipliers were used to constrain the prollem. The remarkatle 

result of this work was to deioustrate tkat an optimum cross 

secticn cculd ccrrespcnd to an optimum design., 

5. A rigorous cptinizaticn ct cylindrical shells has been 

rercrted by Hartzann6 (197e). Vc restrictiors weze InFosed on 

either the nature Of the variables or the ccnstraints. A 

direct search methcd so called an 'evcluticr stiategy' was 

used. In this strategy convergence is achieved by ccntinuously 

optimising the step length of the search Ficcedure. The 

objective functicn was formulated from a tending mcment 

expression for elemental striFs ard ccnstraints were formed from 

i. Statility conditicns 

ii. Lizits of the aprrcximation todel 

iii. Constructional and geometrical xeguirements. 

7he strategy appears to he pcverful with complex structural 

problems and results for a sirgle cylindrical shell witbout edge 
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beams showed an-imprcvement of 33.3% upon the initial design. 

Promising though the technique aprears to be its useftllnesE can 

ultizately be decided when it is applied to structural 

problems requiring discrete elesertal sizes. 

6. A recent arproach (1S7S) adopted by ]Kirsh and lloses'3 

particularly promises to suit larSe structural systems. A zodal 

coordination technique is used to deccaEcse a total 

optimization process into smaller subprograms. lach subprograt 

is solved independently at one level and then ccoidinated at 

another level. Two cases are considered, cne a 4-span 

continuous team and the other a -25-bax plane truss. In the 

first exaxple, the prcblem is tackled at two levels. Stiffness 

formulation is used to distritute Icad and defernatiors. At the 

first level five continuous variables and four ccnstraints are 

selected such that at tte seccnd level wler the cccidimaticn 

variables are determined, the first level solution exists and 

the minimum weight otjective function is minimized. In the 

second problem, flexibility formulation is used and the probles 

is decomposed at two levels witt 11 ard 12 Independent 

variables respectively for the first and second levels. Again 

minimum weight is used as the objective furcticn. Cccidination 

variables are held ccnstant during the first level oltimization 

whilst all constraints are separated. Like scst cttimization 

algcritbms the deccipcsition technique finds its strength in 

proper problem forzulation and particularly in the analytical 

aethods adorted. 
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3.3 STAMENT OF THE TBOBLEM 

The purlose of this oFtimi2ation prccedure is to seek a feasitle 

optimum cost design of the tullditg. IL Chapter ( this cost 

functict will be showr to comprise : 

1. Fabrication cost 

2. Haulage cost 

3. Foundation cost 

4. Erection cost 

S. Cladding cost 

A number of design variables were eEccuntered but fcr practical 

purposes cnly six primary variables were isclateds nazely : 

x span of the structure 

7 frame spacing 

n number of Lays 

k nusber of spaLs 

w roof pitch 

h height tc eaves 

In terns of these six prizary variatles tle glotal cost of the 

structure can be determined. I. e the objective function is 

formally stated as 

Mirini2e f(x, y, n, k, w, h) Eqn. 3. Cl 
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Eqn. 3.01 is subject to desicn ccnstraints. Iwc classes of 

design constraints are identified : 

Analytical constxaInts 

Ccst and design ccnstraints 

The analytical constraints are tuilt into tke design algorithm 

whilst the cost ccnstraints are essentially thi client's 

requirements. During tte field survey it was found that 

client's requirements can be restricted to the following 

primary variatles : 

1. Building area 

2. Height to eaves 

Therefore the otjective function (IgE. 3.01) is subject tc 

inequalitl constraints cf the f or& : 

2! 0 Eqr. 

3.4 CCESTBAIVED NOWLINEAR BININIZATICE 

most structural design problems are Lonlineat with ccnstrained 

optima. A number cf algorithms have been used tc evaluate 

different problems and In each case an appropriate 

justificaticn is offered for the choice Cf algorithm. 
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Rosenbrcck's algorithm has been used in tie present work. Ihe 

dlgoritba in this case is selected for two two reascns : 

1. Being one of the picneer Rethcds it has been tested and 

found to be powerful in several engineering problems. 

2. Eeing a search technique it can be ccrverierttlj attached 

to a nodel without destroying its internal structure. This 

factor was particularly crucial in this case where-the mcdel 

would be required tc be interfaced with other interactive mcdes 

(Chapter 6). 

RcseEbrock's algcriths is a sequential search method which 

does not require evaluation of derivatives cf the objective 

functicn. It assumes a unimcdal function and car be used to 

find the minimum or maximum ct a multivariable nonlinear 

functicn subject tc ccustxaints. 

The algorithm proceeds by defiring a startirg point and 

several step Si2eS. Several sets of starting points are 

necessary if the surface is unknown cr if Iccal crtima exist 

since the algorithm assumes a unimodal functicn. Assuming N 

mutually orthonormal direction VCCtCXS, Step sizes axe used to 

evaluate the objective functicn, at the sare time the variables 

are stepped depending on whether the acve is a srccess or a 

failure. In the event cf a successful move the stel size is 

increased ty a factor tut If the zcve is a failures the step 

size is decreased by an appropriate factor The next variatle 

is stepped at a distance parallel tc its axis. Cthex variables 

are similarly stepped until success or failure are encountered 
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in all 11 directions. 7he axes are tLeD rotated for a fresh 

search using the new cOcrdinates until a boundary zore in the 

vicinity of the constraints Is eLtered. 

The original Rcsenbrock algorithm is zodified to account 

for the presence of ccustraints. After eacL Fertuxbations the 

current best objective functicn El where the constraints are 

satisfied and B2 the, current test ctjective functicn where the 

objective function is satisfied and the boundary 2one is not 

violated are defined. At the start, Loth B1. B2 axe set equal 

to BC the curreLt cbjective function. Ifter each subsequent 

perturbation, the values of B1 and B2 are ccarazed with BO. 

DeFending cn whether the Ferturbaticn is a success cr failuref 

EO is modified. 

Ecsenbxock did nct incopcrate a convergence criterion tut 

suggested that when tle magritude cf the stage Ficcess is less 

than a slecified value or else after a numter cf function 

evaluations the search can be terminated. FuDcticD evaluaticns 

in this case were limited to 100 runs. contour graptical 

interface with the cost mcdel (Clapter E) cculd be used to 

coEfirn that a glcbal optimum has been attained. fig 3.01 

illustrates the optimization Erccess- 

3.5 CCINCLUSICES 

optimization processes could be useful to the designer. 
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Wherever pcssiblee all dependent factors tiat affect the cost 

of the structure must be incoporated it tle problem 

formulaticn. structural problezs must not te reduced to linear 

furcticus cnly to suit an available mathematical format. In 

this chapter, the optimizatior problem Is fcrmrlated to 

inccpcrate a practical Si2e cf design variables. The objective 

function includes all deperdatle ccst factcxs wbilst 

constraints are formed from design and client requirements. A 

tested algorithm is then employed to drive the optimization 

prccess. 
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CHIPTEE 4 

IRTBEACTIVE STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

4.1 OVEEVIEV 

The desigr cf elastic fxaaed systems is an c1d prctles. In the 

first section of t1is chapter, a ieview cf Listorical 

develcpaent-- in elastcaecbanics is given and the origin of 

modern concepts is investigated. 71e strtctuxe is designed on 

the ccEcept of lizit state and in this chapter tLis design 

philosophy with particular reference tc the piesent. work is 

outlined. It is alsc shown how various connexions of the 

elements are designed to form a statle structure. 

4.2 ELASTIC MITHOrS 

Princirles of elastic approach to structural design have teen 

formulated in many forss ty varicus engineers and scientists 

over the last three centuries. Some of these efforts are 

chronologically reviewed telov 

Ackncwledging the importance of earlier works by men like 

Galileo and da Vinci, the first notable work cn extrezus 

principles cf elastcaecbanics can be dated to 1662 when the 
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Dutch scientist Euggens investigated the linitirg ttrength of 

rigid beas, in flexure. His principle was extended by Daniel 

Bernoulli in 1738 to flexible elastic beazs. Berrculli in fact, 

formulated an extxemal problem which linearised Jacot 

Bernoulli's equation of flexure. 7velve years latet, Biccati 

proposed a hypothesis that the kinetic energy that deforms a 

solid mass and creates an internal system ci fcrces within the 

solid car be retrieved and used in partial restoration of the 

deformed solid. Though be was unable tc provide anj rigorous 

prcof cf this, ClaFejrcn applied his concept ir 1621 tc 

establish the Conservation of Wcrk Principle Lased cn Virtual 

Work which was later Eublished in lame's tock on the theory of 

elasticity. His tbeorea reiterates Elcatils speculation that 

the wcxk done N can be expressed as in Eqn. 4.01 : 

V= 1/2 7- liti Eqn. 4.01 

where Ei denotes the force at the pcivt i ard. D is the component 

of displacement of that point it the direction of the force. 

The strain energy U of the solid is represetted by the integral 

in EgE. 4.02 : 

1/2 i/]E (VXZ+ly2+NJZ2) 

-2b/E(VxVl+vxV24vyV2) Eqr. 4. C2 

+1/G (FIXy2+! EXZ2+llyZ2) )dxdydz 

According to Clapeyron W=U 

Merabrea, an Italian engineer, anal7sed elastic frames 
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with redurdant intexnal sembers and prcPcsed in 1857 the 

concept of least work by arguing that the forces 11, P2, P3r 

etc. acting on the redundant ffeitezz are such that the strain 

energ7 is mininume i. e. 

dU/dll=O, dU/dP2=0, 

Equ. 4.03 

dU/dP3=Og dU/dF4=0 

The Inglish engineer James Ccttexill Ir 1865 published the 

first valid proofs of the Eerabrea 7hecrem and ccntributed 

immensely to the Reciprocal Theorems. In his Ficci of the 

Merabrea Theorem, he applied Clapeyron's Vork Principle suppor 

ted by luler's theorem of homogeneous functiors. 

Castigliance the famous Itallar engireer, Futlisled in 1857 

his tbeoxets on elastic structures. Ey considerJng frated 

trusses whose memters are jcired by frictictlesi hinges he 

showed that the strain energy of such a ccnfiguraticn can te 

expressed as in Eqn. 4.04 : 

U= 1/2 I[FRZLR/EAR) Eqn. 4.04 

Applying Clapeyron's theorem, 

Nm 
1/27 (PiDil=1/2,57 (Fafts/Eir. ) eqn. 4.05 

i=l i=l 

vhere IN and M are respectively tle nuater cf Icaded nodes and 
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members in the structure. Castiglianc proceeded further to 

prove two related theorems. First he ccEsidered that 

infiritesimal changes in forces and displacements result in 

direct changes in strain energy. 

I-e. 

dU ( duori idri 

Equating this to the external wcrk dcre, 

. 
ý: [ dU/dDi ]dLi = ZFidDi 

i. Pi = dU/dDi lqri. 4.06 

similarly, 

Ei = du/dpi 

Arising from Castigliano's wcrk the so called energy thoerems 

(Egn. 4. C7) can be derived for bcth statically determinate and 

hyperstatic structures 

JIM2/'E 
x -I )ds 

dU/dI. 1! /II ]l dli/dr. ]ds 

[dU/dMXI J[ti/EII[dM/d]Mx]ds 

Tqn. 4. C7 
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4.3 LIIIIT STITE DISIGN 

Lizit state design philcsophy has been evolved arcund a concept 

that a structure designed on that basis must always be safe to 

its users during its design life. Since design of the 

structure takes into account Ficrerties cf taterials and 

exrected lcading regimes, the Frcblez must be apprcached frox 

statistical viewpoint as far as material picFeities and 

anticirated Icadings are ccncerned. This will involve 

variation of material properties ard loads using cbatacteristic 

values and Faxtial safety factors. 

I 

Consider the case cf a specific loadirg corfiguration on 

the structure. In its design life time, an increese in this 

load will deform the structure. A characteristic value (Ek) 

of the lcad can be given as in Egn. 4.08 : 

Ek P+ks 

where 

p is the zean load 

s is the standard deviation for the load 

k baE a value of 1.64 

Eqn. 4.08 

The strengths of the two prircipal zaterials used tc build the 

structure (that is ccnciete and reinforcezent. steel) will 

deteriorate during the expected life cf the structure. 

sizilarly, the characteristic strength of a concrete'cube (Fcu) 

can be defined as in Eqn. 4. OS : 
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Icu = S-ks lqu. P. 09 

where 

S is the mean cute strength 

s is the standard deviaticn fcr concrete 

k has the saxe value of 1.64 

It follows from the value of k that cLly 1 in 20 cube strength 

is likely tc fail. 

Characteristic values are Lot the arpxcTriate design 

values. In the case cf concrete, for instance, other factcrs 

such as non-uniformity in the ccapactior of wet concreteg 

presence of impurities in the formwork, cezent quality, grading 

and moisture levels In aggregates have to be taken into 

acccurt. 7his leads to the-ccncelpt of partial safety factor 

(Gm). For a concrete cube desigr stxength is defired as in 

Eqr. 4.1C : 

Lesign Strengtl F /Gf Egn. 4.10 

where s has a value of 1.5 fci ccucrete and 1.15 for 

reinforceient Similarly fcr the lcad Iqn. 4.11 can be deduced : 

lCesign Load lk*Gf Eqn. 4.11 

7be concept of claracteristic stiengtbs and-Fartial safety 

factors is the cornerstone of the tuo main litit states - the 
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ultimate limit state and the serviceability limit state. 

Current design practice is to establish a critical lizit state 

that the particular structure Is likely to reach ard then to 

prcceed tc demonstrate that other limit states will not te 

reached before this critical state. 

4.3.1 ULTIMITT LIMIT STATIS 

This is aEscciated with the maximum load that the structure can 

withstand (toth design and accidertal) and the stability of the 

whole structuxe under these loads. 

4.3.2 SERNICEABILIll IMI STATES 

It is usually sufficient to accourt fcr deflexicn, cracking and 

sometimes vibraticn under serviceability limit states. The 

extent of anal7sis Of each of these states will deperd on the 

tyFe cf structure and the use for which it is intended. 

I beam will deflect even under its owr veigbt. Deflexions 

of nesters in the structure aust however, not adversely affect 

efficiency and appearance. Span and deflexior ratics3 below as 

- cast levels are limited to the following zagnitudes : 

1. for all general cases 250 
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2. where there are partiticns ard finishes 1-50 or 20 st 

whichever is lesser. 

Serviceability prcvisicne take into account the effects of 

shrinkages creep and temperature. 

Flexural cracking should he controlled to acceptatle 

levels again to ensure appeazance and efficiency are not 

impaired. Crack widths axe known to vary with lcading and 

adverse environmental conditicts. Ciacks a lc. c e2pcse 

reinfcrcesent to corrosion. Crack widths are ligitee to 0.3 mg 

generally and to O-OC4 as aucb as the ncminal cover tc 

reinfcxcezent. 

4.4 DZSIGN OF THE STRUMEE 

in designing the structure the rhilcscpky of litit - state is 

assumed. individual elements are designed integral with the 

whole structure in sucb a way as tc ensuze tte glcbal safety of 

the structure undez live, dead and wind loads. Steel 

reinforcement was preferred to preEtiessirg fcr the following 

reasoins : 

1. Feculiar mould shapes, especially in the case cf gutters and 

sheeting tails would have hindered effective prestressing 

methods. 

2. Dutirg the field survel only ore manufacturer was found to 
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Le usimg prestressing methods so tlat the ratge cf irforzation 

required for the study would have suffered if prestressing 

methods were used. 

In crder to ensure that the design procedure was fully 

automated the use of design charts was excluded and all 

forsulae derived from first prirciples. Selecticn cf discrete 

steel areas was ircoEozated in the design algorithm which is 

summarised as follows : 

9 
Fixstly., anlysis routines estimate dead, isposed and wind 

loads, to ke used to estimate terding somerts and shear foxces. 

Trial design of the various elezents is then carried out. for 

a colunn, trial dimensions courled with ctber desiSn data axe 

input tc the program which computes and selects -appropriate 

design bending moments. The prcgiaK tests for slenderness and 

then designs acccrdingly either for a short or lcng column 

case. In the process the neutral axis depth is vaiied and at 

each stage coapressive and tensile steel areas are Iteratively 

computed. There exists for eack ccaplete iteraticn an optimum 

steel area and a corresponding neutral axis depth. By using 

stored cost data, the least cost cclumn Is desigred. 

Secordly, tc design a rafter using paratolic stress blocke 

the program selects the maxitut terding acnert alcng the rafter 

and tests for the positicn of the neutral axis in relation tc 

the beaz's flange. Accordirgly, a design is carried out for a 

neutral axis depth Ecsition either within or outside the 

flange. 
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finally purlins, steeting rails and gutters are. treated as 

simply suprorted leans spanning letween bays. As each element 

must be tcEclogically compatible with the rest of the 

structure, tests are carried out at each desigr stage to ensure 

that a functioLal and stable structure is leinS designed. 

Frequently., incompatibility causes the prograg to reject 

otherwise feasible designs fcr individual clemints (Fig. 

4.91). In the event of a failed design, an cpticn for data 

adjustment and izprcvement is offered. The desiSn cycle is 

repeated as often as necessary uttil an acceptable design is 

reached wkere all ccnstraints are satisfied. 

All elements in tle structure have to be transpcrted frcm 

the factcry to the erecticn site. Unlike in - situ 

construction the structural fraze is erected by means of 

connecting various members securely with each other to form a 

stable unit. For instance, full ccntipuity is required at the 

rafter/stanchion secticn which means that the connexion at the 

eaves must le designed tc tzans&it berdirg acments# shear 

forces and torsion. Iwo important factors that must covern the 

design of connexicns are : 

1. A partial safet, 7 factor tet percent higher that adjacent 

members to ke provided against failure to ersure that concrete 

senbers fail tefore the connexicn. 

2. Connexions have tc be located at convenient secticns in the 

structure since at certain sectiors in the structuie stress 

concentraticns can occur if conne2icns are used with consequent 
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spalling and splitting Cf the concrete at tLe ccntact surfaces. 

Structural member ccnnexions are shown in the graphical output 

in Figs. 7.05 - 7.12 

Ccibels are used integral with connexicns at the eaves 

where the rafter is connected tc the ccluar. Corbels are 

generally important in precast ccnstruction. Atcut two decades 

ago# very little was known alout, t1eir bebavicur and they were 

only treated as a sEecial case cf a short cantilever. Picneer 

works by Weidenhoff and Franz ir 1961 suggested that the 

behavicur cf a ccrbel can be likened to that of a simple truss 

composed of a horizontal tensicn zetber and ar inclined 

compressicn strut. In 1965 Kri2 and Faths; 4 postulated fcur 

principal t7pes; of ccrtel failure : 

1. Flexural tensicn - After extersive yielding of the main 

tension reinforcement, this failure occurs 17 crashing of the 

coEcrete at the bottom cf the slopirg face cf the ccitel. 

2. Flexural ccmpressicn - Eefore extensive yielding of the 

reinforcement has occured a flexural compiessicn failure Cccurs 

when crushing of the ccncrete takes place at the tottom of the 

corbel. In this case tte stress In tensior reiLforcement at 

failure is either belcw or just at the yield point. 

3. riagonal splitting - Follcwing a well develcped flexvral 

crack ratternl a diagonal splitting occurs alonS a line 

extending from the tearing plate towards the junction of the 

sloping face of the corbel and the face of the cclumr. 

4,, Shear failure - tevelopment of a series of shcrt inclined 

cracks aloEg the Flare of the interface between the column and 
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corbel corstituted the shear failure. 

11bese form the basis of corbels designed in accordance 

with CE110. In particular, It is recoxnended3 that the 

distarce frcm the centrcid of the applied load on a corbel tc 

the face of a sloping member should be less than 0.6d. 

4.5 COINCLUSIOES 

The lizit state design philosophy has beer used to design the 

structure. The routines for drivirg the design algorithm 

exclude ary traditicnal practices that would ispede the 

interactive process. other than the maiE elenents of the 

structure, design cf ccnnexions are also descrited. 
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CHAPTEE ý rl 

DESIGIN cp ciArDiVG SYSTFMS 

5.1 OVERVIEV 

Cladding forms an integral part cl the structure. This chapter 

gives a guide tc selection of cladding types ard examines 

various design techniques. Currert accessciy acdels and hcw 

they are used tc form durable e3ternal lining tc the structure 

are discussed. 

5.2 CLASSIFICATIOW OF CIADDIRG ACCESORIES 

Cladding coaprises all non-structural menhers forming a skin tc 

the structure. The cloice cf type cf material and cladding is 

related tc the purpose for which the structure is intended 

(Chapter 2). Cther factors such as duratility, aestletics and 

relative cost also influence the choice of cladding type. 

Materials used to manufacture cladding sheets and related 

accesscries include asbestosl aluninium, steel and glass. 

Most sheets are made fro& astestcs. Asbestos is robust, 

incrgaric, resistant to rot and fungi but has low resistance to 

shock loading. In accordaLce with B. -S. 474 : Fait4 : 1970 

asbestc-c Is ncn-ccubustible though without fire resistance as a 

structural material. When exFosed tc direct flame the sheets 
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are likely to shatter. It deteriorates in an envircnment witb 

intense acid Follution. 

Aluminius sheets are light ard ncn-brittle, two Froperties 

that make them desiratle as construction iatexialz. They are 

non-ccabustible but have poor sound aksorting capacity. 

Copper, trass, and some metal fixings react locally with 

aluzinium so fixings made froz aluminiua alloys must ke used 

with aluminium sheets. Zinc chrciatic prizer, it used before 

fixing, will prevent corrosion from such construction materials 

as concrete and masonry. 

Sheets made frcz steel are bard, ncn-ccmbustible and 

resistant to impact loading. Since they are lad iEsulatorst it 

is best tc use thet in sandvich constructicn (Section C. 4) 

together vith insulation bcards secured to the flutes of the 

troughing. Rust is Frevented bj painting the sheets with 

protective coating pericdically. 

The life span cf a cladding material is difficult to 

estimate. I precise definiticn cf- the design life cf cladding 

is a subjective judgetent depending upon the type of structureg 

type of cladding, use of tuilding and iccatict cf structure. 

It is convenient to conceive it as a 'serviceability limit- 

state' problem and to make the life span cf cladding dependent 

upcn that cf the structural framework, that is the skin of the 

structure must have a design life longer than the structural 

frazewcrk. 

cladding items can' te classified according to their 
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TAELE . 5o. 01 : CLASSIFICATIOI CP ECCP CLAMIG ACCISO'. OEIES 

ACCESSCRY morEt 

Living Sheets Bigsix, Traffcrd Me, Loublesix, 

icublesix m, 0 lanel steets, General 

Turpose,, llcnad lype tC. 7yre S16 

7op Sheets StaEdard 7hreer Stardard Si2v Canada 

7ile,, Corripamel, Eigsix, rcublesix, 

Eajor Span Eimer Bankirgg tcublesiz ON' 

Transluscent Standard Tbreer Eajcr Six, Majcr Tiler 

77pe DC, TIpe S1 

Flat Sheets Self-Coapressed, flat Strips, 

Fulli compiesssed, Astestos wood 

Close Fitting Stardard Three, Majcr Six, Canada Tiles 

Eajor Tile 

cranked Cxown Grejg Tbrutcnes StaLdard 1hree, Mcnad, 

Canada Tile 

Ficialslý StaLdard lhree, Standard Six, Canada lile, 

fajor lile, forad, Majcr Six 
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TABLE 5.02 CLASSIYICAIICN OF SILI CLArrlWG ACCISSCEIES 

ACCISSOLY IIOLEL 

1. BARGE BOARDS 

Gablelite handed Canada Tile, Standard Si2, Mcnad 

A Stcperds 

Standard Vings Standard 7hree, Stardard'Six, Canada 

Tile 

Eomad vings a Monad 

Stoperds 

roublesix-a Grele Ttrutcnes latural Gxel 

Doublesix 19, 

Boll lop Standard lbree, Majcr six, major 

a Vergelite Tile 

2- FILIEES A FLASHINGS 

Horizcntal 2 Traffcrd lile, Panel Sheetl MCnade 

Flashing Canada Tile, Bigsil, Standard Three 

roublesix Is' 

Eaves Filler Ccrripanell Major Tile, Majcr Six, 

Eaves Closuxe Traffcrd Meg Bigsix, Caradaýlile, 

Mcnad, Standard 7hree 

Underglazing Eanel sheet, Bigsix, Traffcrd lile, 

Flashing Doublesix, Monad 

Corner lieces CorriFatel, Majcr l-Ile, majcr Six 
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TABLE 5.03 CLASSIFICAIICR OP tISCILLANICUS ACCISSCEIES 

ACCESSCEY 

1. EIPANSIC14 PITEENTS 

Movement Joint 

Ilidge Caps 

Cranked Expansion 

Joint 

Stop Inds 

Insulating & Spacers 

Insulatior Board 

lRocksil Insulaut 

fOtEL 

Standard Tbree, Standard Six, 

Carada Tile, majcr Tile, 

Lcublesix, Monad, Corripanel 

Trafford Tile, canada Tile, 

Standard Six, ligsix 

Canada Ille, Standard Six, Monad 

toublesix 'E', Dcublesixo ronado 

Carada. Tile, standard Six 

7AC Iiapet, Atlas 

Canada Me 

Spacers Cape Spacers 
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function in the overall claddirg cCnfiguration. Tables 5.01- 

5.03 ccntaiC most of tle accescries found in xccf and wall 

cladding. 

5.3 DESIGN OF RCOF CLADDING N 

There are two main ways of designing the skin cf the Etructure - 

single skin construction and sandwich constructiot. fach of 

the two arrangements incoporates an appropriate ridge Sheeting 

and movement jcints. Choice of claddiDg type is related to 

the purpose for which the structure Is irterded; for instance 

a single skin ccnstructuion will suit an agricultural storage 

building whilst a sandwich construction car be uEed for a 

factory structure. 

laying of sheets is usually dcre couxeLCiDg f1cm one erd of 

the structure, starting at the eaves and laying in tiers up the 

slope of the roof with smooth sides facing the weathel, with cne 

corrugaticn side lap forming an interlocking side lap with the 

next (Fig. 5.01). Mitre cuts abcut the width cf the side lap 

are zade to leave clean joints. Standard sheet lemgtbs range 

froa 1225 - 3050 mm. 
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"S 5.3.1 SINGIE SKIN CONMUCTIOR 

Single skin construction is simple and the least expensive. it 

is used in cases where insulaticu Is of seccmdary isportance. 

Average tkexnal ccrductitivitj of this cladding type is in the 

range of 6-8 W/m-d deg C. Ridge cappings or cicwr sheetings 

na7 be used to close the crown of the roof (Secticn 5.3.3). 

For estimating the total nuster ci sheeting (pigs 5.01,5.02) 

Equaticn 5. C1 is suggested. 

IS = 2k[(0.5xCatw-R3)/(B2-E3)][l-F(7n-V2)/W3I 

l9n. 5.01 

If Equaticn 5.01 is used, the following assumptions must te 

observed : 

1. A ccnstant end and side laps sust be used 

2. Purlin spacing must be corstart. 

5.3.2 SINEVICH COESTRUC7ICN 

This method of providing a structure with a fullj insulated 

roof imccpcrates sheetsg associated lining panels and glass 

fibre or mineral wool. Average tLermal conductivity ianges from 

0.7 - 1.1 W/z2 deg C. Underlining panels and top sheets fort a 

cavitY that can accommodate irsulant (Fig 5.03). This 
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insulant reduces heat lcss by restricting the volume cf free air 

circulatirg in the cavity. Tiater batters fixed atove purlin 

lines are used in conjunction with the insulant tc prevent the 

insulant consolidating with tise. 7raLsluscent liring panels 

zay be used to prcvide insulated lighting. Iquatior 5.01 is 

relevant for estimating top sheets and JiEiCg panels. Area of 

insulating zaterial is the total area of roof surface. 

5.3.3 RIDGE PI71INGS 

The apex of the roof is closed cif with ridge pieces or crcwn 

sheets. Ridge pieces are adjustable tc fit designed rcof 

pitches. Each pair comprises a wiLcr roll ard a major roll. 

Their Fositicning in relation to the sheeting is crucial for 

efficient performance. To seal cIf ridge ends, finials are 

used. Ihere axe tuo types : 

1. Disc finial vhich is bolted to the roll of the ridge 

2. Bcoded finial which is used it ccnjunctior with barge boards 

and bclted to its flat wing. 

Crown sheets are single units designed te vatcl standard 

roof Fitches. They can be lapFed and mitred. Uber used, the 

ridge ends must be sealed off with cranked crcwn tarce toards. 

For estimating the total number ct ridges and ridge crowns in 

both sirgle skin and sandwich constructions, Equatior 5.02 is 
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suggested. 

I 
nit (YD-Rl)/ (0.5xcctw-Fl) Eqn. 5.02 

where I equals 1 or 2 respectively if crcwr sheets or jidge 

pieces are used. The followings assumptions are made with 

regards to Equation 5.02 : 

1. A constant side ard end lappirg 1S assused 

2. If vertilaters or lighting are incoporated in the roof, scme 

ridge pieces or crown sheets will be displaced. 

Scite types of ridges are illustrated in Fig 5.04 

5.4 DESIG14 OF WALI CLADDING 

External lining of the structure is dore with two main 

materials - sheeting and brickwork. Three ccizon designs will 

be : 

1, Sbeeting only 

2. Brickwork only 

3., Ccnbiraticn of (1) and (2). 

In practice, however, most Isleeting orly' deEigns will 

incorcrate scme form cf masonry starters. ubere sheeting only 

is used they could be either single skin or sandwich 
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constructiOn (Sec. 5.3) 

5.4.1 VERIICAL CLADDIEG 

The integration of sheets, fillers, closure pieces and verge 

fillers to form a rigid external lining is extensively used in 

industry. If single skin or sandvicb constructicr is used the 

techniques are similar to those descriked in Section 53.3. 

Discrete arrangement of the sheets requires side and end 

lapping as well as mitring. Alternatively, hori2ontal flashing 

pieces are used after each course. Ite last cccise at the 

eaves level is closed cff with eaves filler pieces tc provide a 

continuous soffit to the roof sheeting ccurse. Ixteinal corner 

pieces are used tc close off junctions of vertical sheeting at 

corners (fig 5.05). for estitating the nusher cf sheets the 

general exEressicn suggested is Ign. 5.03 : 

2b/L2( 14 (yn-12)/li3)«t2k[ l+ (x-W2)/V3v Igt. 5.03 

where - 

v=h+ C. 25itanW 

The following assumptions must be observed when Ign. 5.03 

is used 
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1. A discrete sheeting arrangenert is used 

2. ELd laps and side laps must be ccrstant 

3. openings and mascnry walls must be treated as additional 

items 

If saindwich ccnstructicu is used there will be equal number of 

underlining Panels ard top sheets. Erick cladding is generally 

constructed on rigid ground beass Ercvided arcund the Ferizeter 

of the builditg. 

5.4.2 MOVEMENT JOINTS 

Cladding is subjected to zoveRents caused by tternal and 

moisture changes. Movement joints are designed to accomcdate 

such movements which would otherwise cause structuxal damage. 

The tctal number of such joints can be estimated from Eqn. 

5.04 

Hi=1.033(lin-75) Ign. 5.04 

Eovezent joints are provided in the rccf thrcugh the scide 

cladding and usually coinciding with natural ends of sheeting 

course. A gap of 15-20 an is lade through the zbeets and 

covered with special movement icint sheetE which are bolted tc 

the purlin (Fig 5.06). 
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5.5 FIXING IcCESSORIES 

Fixings have been in use for many centuries. It is known that 

the use of cramps and dowels featured Ercmirently in the 

architecture cf ancient Greece and Eome. It the Great Temple 

at Baalbeck, iron dowels were used in coluan shafts and in the 

Colessuem ccpper cramEs were set in lead. Sutsequently,, iror 

ties were used extensively tc stabilise virdcws. In order to 

prevent ccriosion craRps were set deep in mascnry such as in 

Eerrault's Colonnade at the Lcuvie (Fig 5.07). It was also 

kncwn at the time that when metal was heated and coated with 

oil, corrosion was reduced. Vccden dcwels made cf oak were 

boiled it cil to belF preservaticn. 

About three decades ago cladding was crly an extensicn of 

traditicnally bcEded ashlar and brickwork. Vew cladding 

materials had their tbicknessses drastically reduced to conform 

with acdern econctic designs. Bcnding around the cladding such 

as used to be the case with English and Flewish bcrded walls 

was no longer pcssible and the ccncept of fixing tie cladding 

to the structure came to be as ixpcrtant as the desiSn of the 

structure itself. 

Lesign of fixings is based cn its fcremcst rroperty to 

prevent the cladding from disintegrating due to dead, Imposed 

and wind loads. Three principles zust underline the design of 

fixings: 

1. Type of cladding will deteraire tle mettod cf fixing 
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2. Forces generated in the cladding deteraire the sizes of 

filings tc use. 

3.. Ic eliminate any subsequent chemical action tetween fixing 

and cladding only suitatle metals must te used. 

5.5.1 CIASSIFICATICII CY FIXINGS 

Table 5.04 susuarises the main tyres of fixitgs suitatle fcr_ 

the cladding systems described in sec. 5.3-aud 5.4. Mcst 

setal fixitgs are electrogalvanised or ccated witt suitable 

protective metal. 

DESIGN CF FIXINGS 

Fixings will form additional cost items in the following 

cladding construction : 

1. Rccf sheeting 

2. Ridge sheeting 

3. 
- 

Wall sheeting. 

The share of structural elements influences the type cf fixing 

to use. Suitable fixings for the structure are illuEtrated in 

Fig 5.07. It is seen for instanuce that the book of the fixing 
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IABLE S. C4 CLASSIFICITICI OF FIXIVGS 

ACCESSOEY SPECITIMION VCRKING SUESS SHEIR 

Ell/22 111/g2 

Phcsphcr ES 2874 177-192 88-96 

Eronze 

stainless ES 1449 Part 4 13E 92 

Steel 

Aluminiua ES 2874 icc-197 5C-98 

Brcnze 

manganese ES 2874 77-115 36-57 

Bronze 
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ancborE well into the side of the purlin (pig 7.1C ). 

'For rocf cladding Frovided the suction loading does not 

exceed 960 V/M2 an average cf 3 bclts Fer skeeting is 

sufficient but an additional intermediate bc1t is neccessary 

when this loading is exceeded. Ultimately the rumber of bolts 

per sheeting can be related to purlin spacing. lor ridge 

cappings a minimum of two bolts Fer unit is sufficiert. Design 

of fixings for vertical sheeting has been suzzarisea in Takle 

5.05. This empirical apprcach is suggested cn the basis that 

standard rail spacing will be used and sucticn loading is 

within UK limits. 7bree standard rail sracingE have been 

assumed. If this table is used the relevant expression for a 

typical estimate of vertical sheeting bolts will be as given 

in Equaticn 5.04 

wo. of tolts = Bolt Factor * Surface Area Ign. 5.04 

5.6 CCECLUSIORS 

This chapter of the thesis has exylaiLed to% the skin cf the 

structure is desigred and the function cf various cladding 

accessories which are used to fcrz the skin. All the factcrs 

that affect the selection of cladding type (except cost which 

will be discussed in the next chapter) have also beer examined. 
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TABLE 5.05 EflPIRICAL GUIDE TO, VEEIICAL SHEEMG DISIGN 

BIVIMUM RAIL SPACIEG EOLT FICICR 

(an) (2-2) 

15 2 5- 2.3 

1825 a 

1975 1.4 
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CHAPTEE 6 

A COST MCDEL FCR PEECAST CCVCBETE STFUCTUBIS 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

Every step in structural design is a cost decisior ard design 

processes are judged by their impact on glotal costs as well as 

the safety which they give to users of the structure. In this 

chapter studies which have been dcne on the six factors that 

directly affect the cost of the structure, that is fabricaticn, 

haulage, foundation, cladding and erection are preserted. 

6.2 FABRICAIION CCSTS 

In Section 2.4 traditional and fully jecharised sethcds of 

fabricatirg the structure were discussed. The factors that 

affect fabrication costs are vow examined it relaticr to one 

particular traditional set-up. it will be seen that the 

absence of sophisticated macLinery enables physical 

zeasureserts of cost items tc be measured precisely and 

accurately. 
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6.2.1 WORK ý "IUDY AT BISHOF AUCKIAIU FICTOBY 

The factory layout is similar tc the cne shcwt in Fig 2.08 and 

the factory structure is sitilar to that discussed in 

Section 2.4. Each of the followinS elements is tatufactured Oil 

separate Frcduction lines : 

1. column 

2. ]Raftex 

3. Furlin 

4. 
, 

Sheeting rail 

5. Eaves gutter 

For each of the abcve elements tle fcllcwitg cleraticns vere 

studied : 

1. Cut and bend reinforcement to schedule 

2. Assemble reinforcement, ready mould and place cage in 

mould. 

3. Place and vibrate concrete with finishes and stack where 

necessary 

4. Dexculd element ard stack 

Operation times were approxiiated to tle rearest second. 

operations (3) ard (4) could not be studied coDcuriently for 

lack of personnel. At some instarces operations (1) cr (2) was 

executed for more than one elexert. Each Cf the four 

operations was timed for ten cycles and the mean tines were 
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taken* Fig 6.01 shows the results ci tLe study., Sizes of each 

of the five elexents vaxy according to the particular design. 

stuaies were thus made on elemert sizes of weights ranging 

between 0.14 - 1.28 tcnnes. The results presented in Fig 6.01 

assume a linear proportionate weight of cne tcrre for each 

elemert. 

Table 6.01 summarises the wcrk gang and equipment used in 

each creraticn. Readying the mould takes a form of cleaning 

and coating the interior witt a thin film cf. cil. lifting 

reinfcrcenect cages iE done mainly with gantry cranes, 

portable wheelers and manually. Vibrating table-c are used. 

Gantry cranes are used to demculd column and rafters. purlins 

are demoulded manually and gutter moulds are diimantled to 

ensure no damage is dcne to the delicate sections, 

6.2.2 ARAIVIIý S OF PACIOEY CUTFUT 

In order to complement findings of the work study# cutput of the 

sate factcrl over a continuous sixty day period has been 

analysed. 7he period covers abcut the sase duraticn as the work 

study. Fox each element, output levels and the frequency at 

which they are manufactured (days) ate presented on 

histograms (Figs. 6.02 - 6.07). Fabrication ccnstant is 

defined as the manbours taken tc ianufacture cne tonne cf 

finished Frecast ccncrete, i. e. 
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TABLI 6.01 WORK SUDY SEEIT 

OPERMON lic. CF WCEREIN ECUIPBEBT 

Ccl Raf Pur Hal Gut 

1. Cut ard bend 1111 Cutting 

reinf. to schedule machine 

2. Assentle reinf., 2221 Gartry cranes 

Ready Hculd used to carry 

Leavy cages 

3. Place A Vibrate 3212 Wheelbarrow 

concrete, finishes fcr concrete 

a stack distribution, 

gartry cranes 

for stacking 

4. temould A stack 32122 Gantry cranes 

for dezoulding 

cals.. A rafters 
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TABLE 6.02 FABRIMICE CCNSTAV7S ICE SIBUCIUBAL ELIMMS 

STBUCTUEAL ELEMEWT MLY OUTPUT FIEEICATICE CCNSTANT 

(lornes) (flarbcur/lonne) 

colunn 14.5 !. 0 

]Rafter 12.8 6.33 

Eurlin 10.9 3.78 

Eaves Gutter 5.1 11.36 

Sheeting Eail 6.5 
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i 

Fabrication Ccnstant, 5e) 'Egr ., E. 01 

where We tepreseLts the weight of every ith type of element 

summed over the range of all j elements otserved ard M is the 

total zarhcurs needed to manufacture all the j elements. Talle 

6.02 gives fatrication Constarts fcr each structural element. 

Ihe reliability cf the results in Table 6. C2 can be 

measured from the following statistical deducticrs : Assuming a 

Gaussian distributicn for the overall producticn levels shcwn 

in Fig 6.0) 

-t2 1/T2-T13e /2 

and the standard deviation is given by : 

s= 115- (Iii-W) 2/n I 

Eqn . 6.02 

]Eqr. 6.03 

The standard deviation was computed to be 6.76 kg ard the mean 

daily cutrut was 46.144 tonnes. 

6.3 HAULAGE COSIS 

The oldest and simplest hirinS Eystez wbich the haulage 
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contractor uses is tbC one that makes hiring charges on hcurly 

basis. There is anotler systez mcw whict makes cbarges on 

radial mileage basis and %hicb is more popular. Witb this 

system trucks having up to 10 tcnres capacity, and trucks 

having cver 10 tcnnes capacity are categorised separately. The 

haulage cost is then simply as giver In Egn. 6.04 : 

Haulage Cost = Rate * 7onnage Eqn. 6.04 

For a given tonnage cf structural elements, the number of trips 

is computed and the appropriate rate used tc price tLe baulier 

is charges. 

6.4 FOUNDA710B COSIS 

Foundation problems associated witt tbestructuxe are generally 

not tcc ccmplicated. There is usually a low contact pressure 

between column bases and the scil, typically up tc 150kI/z2- 

Foundatior design for the structure therefore entailE provision 

of column bases which can be easily constructed fro& standard 

moulds. A typical cclumn base vill comprise an unreinforced 

footing of about one meter deep. 
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6.5 CLADDING COSTS 

cladding design was discussed in chapter 5- it was istatlished 

then that there are a numter cf alternate design tyFes. Any 

such design type could be costed from the following itecs : 

1. Cost of all accessories used 

2. Ccst cf handliEg and transporting all accessories 

3. Cost of erecting the cladding. 

A quick guide to prices of cladding accesscries can be 

obtaired from Architect and Builders Frice books tIougb it is 

more reliable to ottain the& diiectly frog Iroprietary 

matufactuxers. Erecting the cladding could be done by 

specialist contractors. Rate of cladding was studied by work 

study zetbods and is Fresented in Table 6.03. 

6.6 ERECTION COSTS 

Erection procedures were discussed in secticu 2.5. The tizes 

for fixing varicus structural elezents have also teen studied by 

conventional work study methods and is represerted in lable 

6. C4. Fcr each structure the total erection ccsts can he 

estimated by computinS the optimus element cornexicrs in the 

structure using Table 6.04. 
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TABLE 6.03 BITE CP EFICTIBG curENG 

ACTIVITY 

Fixing Eocf Sbeeting 

Fixing Side Sheeting 

RITE 

J12/manbcur 

1.3 

1.25 

Erecting a Erickwall 0.278 
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IAELE 6.04 RATE CF EBECTIVG STEUCTUBIL CCEICIENTS 

STRUCTUBAL TLIMENT WORKMIR BAIE 

coluar 4 2.6/pair 

Rafter 4 l. E/pair 

Purlin 0.29/each 

Sheeting Bail 4 0. ý/each 

Gutter Eeas 4 0.15/each 
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6.7 THE COSI MODEL FUECTION 

Define the following primary variables : 

Span of the structure I 

Frame sracing Y 

Number of bays U 

Number of spans k 

Roof pitch V 

Height to eaves b 

The overall cost of the structure is the sun of the following 

costs : 

1., Fabrication costs 

2., Haulage costs 

3., Foundation costs 

4, Cladding costs 

S., Erection costs 

that is the global cost of the structure is : 

Building (Foundaticn + Haulage poundation 

cost Cost* Cost Cost 

Cladding Erection 

cost cost 
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Let - 

A=C. 5xtan (0 -0 1750) 

]B=0.7Ayn - 3.14yn-0.5A-0.2 

C= (yn-0.15)/ (A-0.15) 

D=2.73 (h+0.162) (nk+n+k+l) 

In teras of the primarl variables alone the terms in Eqn. 6.05 

can be written as follows : 

Fabrication cost =(3j. 22(0-')h-fO-O533) fnk+iu+k+l) 

+7E. 02(0.043EA40.048! )(nk+m) 

4720.08yrk-t375.9lyn+416,94(ny*lnk) 

+(D+5,46A(k, +nk)+13.4Eynk+2Cyn+'-45-lyn) 

Haulage Ccst =7.15((0.07h+0. C533)(nk-fn4k41) 

+., ýt(C. 04E5+0.043EA)(iok4k)+(0.02052ynk) 

(0.124 In) +0.1159 (yn +Ink) ) 

Foundation costs =29.62(nk+n+k+l) 

Cladding Cost=k (8.19A-*27.59E+18.81C+1.37yE 

+156.09) +. 5ýlE x- 2 . 25) 

Erecticn Costs =92.06n+9.49 
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Therefore the cost model function is formally stated as : 

BUILDING CCS7 =f (xjjrk, oh) 

6. E THE IISTERVAL MUCTURE CF PFRAMI 

The information on analysis, design ard ccsting of the 

Structure previcusly discvssed has teen used to develop 

subsystems of PERM. Tke maiL sutsystess of EFEAME ate : 

1. A ccst model 

2. A main grapbical, output s7steg 

3. A ccntour program 

4. An cptisizer 

The cost model is written in Foxtxar and cciprizes : 

1.. An input and contxol sutprogram 

2. Fcurteen analysis, design and ccsting subroutines 

3. An output subprogran., 

I At a typical design session, the user is promptec to supply 

appropriate values to the primary variables i. e. to state 

zathezatically the client's request. A second prompting 

enables the user to alter the value of any secondary array such 

as material prices, latour ard crare cbarges, type of cladding 
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and cladding accesscry prices, haulage rates and indeed any 

secondary variable sutject to pericdic variation it magnitude. 

The prcgzan then analyses, designs and costs the building (fig 

6.09). The user is again proapted tc indicate which subsystem 

(if any) is to be initialised. 7he commands LEAW, CCNTOUR, or 

OPTIMIZE, sets internal pointers xespectively, to the graphics 

sessicn, ccmtcuring session or optimization session. The 

optimization session has Leer discussed in CbaFtez 3 and the 

main graplics session will be discussed in Chapter 7. The next 

section is devoted to tLe contour session. 

6.9 GENERITING COST RESEONSE SURFICES 

Cost resrozse surfaces can be an invaluable auxillary aid in 

CAL. What is conceived atstractly ty an cptili2irg process 

can be visualised graphically. 

The algorithm4 that generates surfaces of the cost zodel 

operates by computing grided values for each set of Srid cell- 

some cost functions are discontinuous and associated data for 

such surfaces are irregularly distributed. if grid values are 

determined ty an approximation tecLtique, this disccrtinuity is 

preserved. The so called approximation technique has tberefore 

been adapted for the present work. I concept of 

Ineighbcurhcods' is assumed which allows the process to select 

sufficieat data points fro& a vicinity. To illustrate this 

concept, consider a pcint Q(x, y, c ) in a design space, where 
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1. X,, I are the sFan and fraze spacing resrectivell of the 

structure whose overall cost is c 

2. The design is feasitle and no ccnstraiLt is viclaied. 

There will always be a set of n data poirts within the 

neighbourbood of Q w1ose ccordinates can be rerresented by Q(x 

,, y c Such FoiLts are eDvelcped by the smallest circle %hcse 

centre is at the ccntrol point C. Those points within the 

circular enclosure and nearer to Q will influerce it more than 

thcse pcirts farther away. 

let - 

Ri be tle least distance from Q to any pcint witbin the 

enclosure 

Rn-1 the radius of the circle 

Then (Ei/En-1) is a legizate weig1ting functicu that can le 

applied to each of the points in the enclcsure. If the 

gradient of the cost mcdel function is computed at each point 

and the neighbourhcod concept apElied to eacb then a set of 

contour lines can be plotted for every set of feasible designs. 

set of feasible designs gererated iii PFRAHE, car then be 

interfaced with the contour program (Fig 6.10 ). At a typical 

design session, the user initialises the ccrtcur Ficgras which 

then proapts the user to define the lower and upper hounds of 

the two primary variables whose effects on the cost iodel is to 

be investigated. Overall building costs, ci, for each feasitle 
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desigr, are then supplied interactivell to tle cortcul program. 

A graphics termiral displaYs the corresponding cost surface. 

TWO further promptings are given : 

1. Are all vital contour lines drawn ? 

2.. should quality of the map be Imprcved ? 

If the user decides to take advantage cf the fiist option 

then the lcwer and upper bounds of the primary variables are 

adjusted acccordingly. if the second prcapting is taken 

advantage of, factors that affect map quality are adjusted. At 

the end of the day a U01 coamand iay be issued if hard copy is 

desired (Chapter 8). 

6.10 CORCLUZIONS 

The global Cost of the structure 

functicE of the fcllcwing cost items 

foundation, cladding and erection. Ea, 

studied in detail and the results 

conclusions are reacbed as a result 

fabricaticu processes IFig. 6.01) : 

has been fcurd to be a 

: fabrication, haulage, 

ch cf these itess has been 

presented. The following 

of the %crk study on 

1. Concrete placing Is the acst exrensive whilst cutting and 

bending reinforcement is the least exrensive. 

2., concrete placing is relatively more expensive in the case 
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cf eaves gutters and sheeting rails. 

The histograms for gutter beams and columns are fairly 

symmetrical, indicating a balanced UtiliSatiCE of mculd time 

for bcth elements. Bafter and purlin histograms are positively 

skewed, i. e. mould times are used more than the ctbei elements. 

This trerd is peculiar to the factory especially in the case of 

purlins., Purlin shapes and sizes are the least varied in order 

that they can be used in other designs so that if they are 

manufactured in excess they will le always rseful. Ile sheeting 

rail histogram is negatively skewed suggestiEg that mould time 

is underused. Again this is logical for -cbeetirg tails are 

used in sheet claddiEg which is cnly one kind of cladding type 

that clients will request and hence only the ainirum amount of 

sheeting rails car be fabricated at any particular 

time. Lastly, the overall tabricaticn trend pcstulated in Fig 

6.0 shcws, that on the whole the mould time for this factory is 

wisely utilised. 
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CHAPTEE 7 

INIERACIIVE DESIGV WITH CCEMEE GEAPHICS 

7.1 OVERVIES 

This chapter outlines how the ccst model has been Interfaced 

with a graphical cutput systea that allows feasitle designs tc 

be output graphically. The rccts of at efficient' graphics 

systen are to be fcund in the manner that input date can te 

structured to represent engineering drawings. At em[basis has 

therefcre teen laid cn the basic principles that govern 

organisation of data for eDgiLCezinq drawings. Simce this 

present work is irterded to he a model design tocl, the text of 

the discussion is extended to Loth two- and three- dimensicnal 

graphics. 

7.2 COMPUIER GRAPHICS SISIEES 

The use of the conputer to draw pictures has teen in existence 

for nearly two decades. lhaugh tle idea bad teen ccnceived for 

soze time before, the breakthrough cave by Ivan Sutherland's 

demonstration of the SKEICEPAD at Nil (USA) It the early 

1960's. During the first decade of its existence, computer 

graphics was largely moncpclised ty large crganisations, 
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notably the Aircraft and Eotor industries, who cculd afford the 

then high orerating costs. Witt the advavcesent of multi- 

prcgravaing facilities, time-sharing modes, zini-computers, 

economic operating systems, coderately-pziced baidware and 

software facilities ard generally increase in demandl grapbical 

systems can now be on-line to bcth large ard small computing 

systeis at reascnable ccst. 

In a general sense itteractive graphics envelopes 

construction, stcrage, retrievals manipulaticn and aralysis of 

pictorial data vitk the aid of cctputer-dxiver devices. 7he 

engineer uses pictures to transfcrm his designs into reality sc 

that in advanced application of CAD techtiques thcse design 

prcgrans can be interacted ir, real-time with'tte graphics 

application program to produce instant pictuxes of design 

prccesses, 7his should be the ultimate goal of every 

applicaticn of digital graphics tc an engireering picblem. 

7.3 GEVIRITIRG rIGITAL EICTURES 

when a cotputer draws a picture on an output device, the 

picture is made up of points* lites and textual zatezial. Line 

segsents can be represented bj the coordinates of their end 

points, textual material ty lines and curves and a point by 

either a row vectcr (x. j. 2) or a column vectcr : 
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-2 . 

Eata associated with a point# fcr example, car be stored in 

binary runber pattern which can then be transforme d by mean s of 

digital-to-analog con verter to vcltages and finally be 

displayed cn a scree n. This sisplified sequerce cutlines the 

importarce that input and output requirements play in any 

graphics system. 

7.3.1 EASIC 1/0 PEINCIELES 

A graphics system is always on-line to a main support computer 

either small or large. A data tase i-- usually intetfaced with 

the system from which hardware devices are activated. Each 

output device has three primitive ccrticis : 

1. Cur--or control 

2., Mode control 

3. Imput data cortrcl. 

These primitive ccntrols can be represented in a bigh 

level language to execute the fcllcwing cferaticts, neceEsary 

for develcping a picture and %hicb can be performed absolutely 

or relatively : 
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1. Draw a line or curve. 

2. flct a point 

3. Print a text 

4. Bove without drawing 

The importance of these operations vary from task to task. for 

instances operation (2) will be guite idle in engine ering 

drawing thcugh very active in scientific graph plotting. These 

four operations are effectively ccrtrolled by the crrsor, that 

is the cursor of a CET terminal, ballhead of a telytype or pen 

carriage of a plotter. Bode and input data ccrticls are d irect 

characteristics of the particular device - that is whether it is 

a storage tube, a refresh tube or a zaster scan device. For 

each device picture generation will involve the fcllowing three 

modes : 

i. Initialise the device 

ii. Erase the screen for a fresh picture irptt 

iii. Dump stored data to a hard copy output device. 

7.3.2 1/0 DEVICES 

Whilst a program is in executiore ttere can be at irteracticu 

such that fresh data is continually being transmitted. 

Bumerous input devices to effect such real-time Interaction 

have been invented since Sutherland used the light Fen in the 

original demonstraticn of the SK17CHPAD. Alphanuteric keyboard 

is the ccmacnest but crudest type. Eore popular devices 
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include joy stick, various types of tablet--, furcticu Switches 

and track balls. light pens are still popular, principally due 

to the speed and ease with which they can be used for menu 

picking. 

Cutput devices fall into two categcries - display 

termirals and digital plotters. tost display terainals are 

built on Cathode Bay Tube princiyle. Briefly this is how they 

functicn. Electric fields have known peculiar effects on 

emitted electrons and certain substances emit a visible glcw if 

they are bosbarded with electrons. When a stream of electrons 

is focussed unto a plospborescent surface a visible trace is 

left on the surface., Similarly digital electric sigrals will 

leave a characteristic trend if discharged unto a 

phosphcrescent surface. However as with CET devices, the 

visible trace associated with ar electrcn exissict. is short- 

lived. Such a defect is undesirable in graphics and Its effect 

has either been reduced or elizinated by varicuE means. Three 

main grcurs of CRT display terminals are : 

1-- Storage tube terminals 

2. Refresh tube terminals 

3. Raster scan terminals. 

There are two main types of Ilctters - f3at Led and drum - 

thcugh alacst all current models operate on identical 

principles. Eost models have a luilt-in magretic tape system 

that accepts plot commands which are translated to move a per 
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carriage. for irstarce the Calccap rigital Incremenial tlctter 

model 936 which was Used to output this present work has three 

pens each capable of attaitirg speed up to 12,17 sa/sec alcng 

horizontal and vertical axes. In this particular drum plotter, 

standard size engineering drawinS papers (vellum and mylar) can 

be used. 

7.3.3 THANSPORMIBG PICTUBES 

The peculiar nature of civil engineering drawings renders 

proper use cf transformation algorithms quite useful. Scme 

drawings are merely an assemblage ct sut-ccapcinents; others 

cozprise several cotpcnent detailing. In both cases picture 

transformations could he effectively used tc crganise data 

base. Often the primitives of transformations have to be 

engaged either singularly or in cczpcsite fcrns. four such 

prinitives - scaling, translaticn, rotaticn and clipping will 

therefore be defined In relation tc two- ard three- dimensional 

analysis. let ri(livyi"Zi) and ri(xi. 7i) resp-ectively, 

represent points in tbree- ard two- aimensior carcnical space. 

The scaling transformation merely magnifies a sutpicture 

in proportion to a scaling operatcr. let the ccmpcnents of 

this opezator in 'X- . 7- and 2- directions respectively te Tsx, 

Tsy and Tsze In matrix notation, tie scalirg cpexatJon for a 

twc-dimen-eicnal analysis is stated as : 
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T-ex 00 

0 Isy 0 [X2 72 

000 

Eqr. 7.01 

where - 

[X2 Y2 1) = jXl Tsi Yl ! [Sl 

In three dimensional analysis the operation is stated as : 

Tsz 000, 

zl 1) 0 TEI 00 (12 12 22 

00 Isz 0 

000 li 

lqr. 7.02 

where - 

(12 Y2 Z'de l: f(11 TEI 11 Isl 21 lisz 11 

if distortion of the sub-picture is to be eliminated then Eqn. 

7.03 must be satisfied 

7sx = Tsy = Is2 ... lqm. 7. C3 

whcle pictures can be built by merely applying a 
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translaticn algcritba to sulpictures. Ihe tianslation 

operation is in fact, a transporting vehicle with which 

subpictures can te interconnected or scved aicund the plot 

space. Assuming the Ease points as before with Ttx, Tty, Ttz 

as the translation -componerts in X-r I- and 2- dizections 

respectively translaticu cperatior can be stated as 

Ill 11 1) 

where - 

100 

c1C, 

-Itx 
Ity 1- 

f 12 Y2 1] 

JX2 Y2 11 = [Xl+! Itz Yl+! Itl 11 

In three dimensional analysis the operation is stated as : 

(Xl Ii Zi 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

Ttx Ity 7t2 1 

(X2' 12 2 12 1) 

I qn. 7.05 

where - 

[X2 Y2 Z2 1) = (xl+7ti 71+7ty z1+! It 2 11 
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The third prisitive - rotaticn - is acre useful in 3D than 

in 2D. in 2D the cperation is performed atcut the origin in a 

preferred direction, say clockwise. in 3D ar axis ct rotation 

has tc te defined as tell as the direction. If the same point 

is rotated radians in a clcckwise diiecticr, the operaticn 

can be represented in matrix notaticn as : 

cost -Sint 0 

(xl 71 1) Sint ccst 0 (12 12 

-0 
01-. 

F. qn. 7.06 

where - 

112 72 1) = ['Xlcost+Ylsint -xl--int+Ylccst I 

A typical 3r rotation alout Z-axis thicugt CC can be 

stated as fcllows : 

cost -Sint 00 

Sint cost cc 

0010 (X2 Y2 Z2 1) 

-0 
0 

lqr. 7.07 

it is seen that in each of the tLree operaticms discussed, any 
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concatenation of one cr two cFeiaticns is merely a 

matrix additicn. Tie clirpinc transfcroatior i-c slightly 

different frcm thcse sc far discussed. its operaticn can ke 

summarised in three steps : 

1. DefiEe an arbitrarl rectangular regicn wbose boundaries 

must not necessarily be parallel tc the cccrdinate axes. 

2. Betrieve frcm this rectangle all the sets of PCiDts 

contained in the clipping rectangle. 

3. Algorithmically test fcr 1cints and erd-Icinis of line 

segments and clip cff all parts of line segzents whicL do not 

satisfy this test. 

step 3 ccntairs an inherent Trcblem with subpictures lyiDg 

outside the clipping rectangle but whcse cther part is within 

the rectaLgle. 

A useful ccmpcsite transformation formed by concatenating 

all the four primitives often called Owindcwirg' is illustrated 

in Fig. 7.01. In this exaxple, the region of the sutpicture 

residing in a clipping rectangle that houses the tafier cross- 

secticn is initially definede then translated to fill an entire 

square plot space. 7sx equals Isy and the clirrinS rectangle 

is square sc that the subsequent mapping into a square plot 

space eliminates any possille distcrticn cf the izage in the 

viewpcrt. Vo rotation is performed in this particular case. 
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TRA NSFORMATION 
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7.4 DATA STBUCTURI norELLING 

An important feature of any graphics system is the format in 

which a programming language is structuxed to tepresett objects 

in the ccoputer zemory. Vith ordinary programming tLe protlem 

does not arise when an algetraic language such as FORIBAN is 

used, primarily because it is a well developed ligh-level 

language that has adequate representation facilities to zeet 

the attributes cf cidinary nuterical computations that lost 

programs would require. A lot of tte objects etccurtered in 

coaputex graphics axe, houever, irregularly structured and do 

expand dynamically during program execution. 7heze aiises as a 

result, a need for a peculiar system that can efficiently 

organise these objects in the mescry. in ergineerirg drawing 

practice cnce a set of drawings has been dote for a project any 

subsequent major cbanSes can take place as a fresh task. with 

computer graphics it must only involve data changes with 

minimum trouble. 

Data is fundamental to ccmputing. In its primitive forms 

it is any rav piece of informaticr that can describe an object 

or defire a purpcse. For instance, the shape and si2e of any 

of the structural elements described in SectiCD 2.2 can be 

defined using all the set of coordinates of the vertices and 

line segaents whick together car form izages cf tle elements 

either in 2D cr 3D. If such data is well orSanised it 

represents an efficient data structure wLich can be sanipulated 

for a graphics program. 7he ideal aim of any graphics task 

therefore is to develcp an output system t1at will be sensitive 
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interactively to data changes. Like tiansfolmations three 

prisitive structures can te ideLtified in data cxSanisaticn. 

These prinitive fcras are : sequential, randcm and list. 

7.4.1 USING PRIBI71VE MUMBES 

A seguential. data organisaticn is simple ard familiar. it 

selects a coamcL attribute of the data and stores the data 

elements relative to each other accciding to the Isequentiall 

occurrerce of the --r-elected attribute. fach time a new reccrd 

is added or deleted there arises a reed tc update the rest of 

the recoids. UFdating records could te cumbersome if the 

records are large. Ttus in its Irimitive form this structure 

type wculd be guite inefficient to use in graphics systems. 

In random data organisaticm each reccrd is assigned an 

address at a known location which must be specified each time 

data is to be accessed. It is issediately seen that 

accessibility will pose problems. Three techmiques axe used to 

access data namely direct, dicticrary and bask ccding. it is 

usual for one or more of the three to be used in a particular 

problem. Direct accessing, the simplest cf the tbxec, mexely 

retrieves data address 'directly$ so that if the records tecoze 

large the same problem persists. Dictionaries car be drawn for 

all addieEes and the same uEed to $look up' addresses 

sequentially. This is a better alternative tc direct searching 
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though very large data tases car rcse uEdating prctlets. When 

this cccuXs Unary searching tight pxcve xesedial. Hasb coding 

is dcne by creating a new set of addresses or codes for the 

data attribute using a standard algcritba. Ihis is a very 

efficient stategy except for the possitile cccurrence of a 

conflicto that is of two or tore data nates yieldirg the same 

address. Conflicts, when thel occur, cculd te resolved by 

various techniques. 

A list data crgarisation is formed ty using pcinters to 

link one record with another. It nakes tse cf the concept of 

logical and physical relationships of records. The Fointer is 

used as an inter-record accessirg zecbari. -a sc that though the 

records could occur rhysically in a random pattern tke sequence 

of their logical occurrence zay le differert. 

Fig 7.02 illustrates the use of a list structure. In this 

simple example a list data arrargement is used to draw the 

elevaticn cf a pcrtal frame. Frcz the left-hand siee of the 

portal frame to the right bard-side, the ptysical cccurxence of 

the varicus ccmpcnents differ from the actual logical sequence 

of the data that actually draws the lictuxe. 

7.4.2 IDATI ORGAVISATIOW FOR BEGINIERING DRAVINGS 

Thcugb all engineering drawings functionally seek to interpret 

designs, the nature of these design ideas are uct the same. 
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a list structure 

a ring structure 

FIG 702 LIST AND RING STRUCTURES 
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For instance mechanical ergineezirg drawings have to be 

structured at a lcwer graphic level cf points, arcs and 

segzeDts3. In structural design a structure may comprise 

beams, columns and slats. Basic graphic patteins can be 

constructed for each element in such a configuration which can 

form a set of primitive subpictures fcr develcpirg the more 

complex drawing. 7his requires that in each graphics taske a 

strategy has to be evolved and a suitable data base developed 

to suit. 7herefore all-purpose rules are inappropriate. Data 

organisation is also not independent of the Iccal environment - 

type of coaputer, peculiarities of the graphics system and the 

operating system in use. 

7.4.3 AIPIICATION OF COMPLEX tATA SIRUCIURES 

Whilst the structure is being designed, sizes and sbapes of 

elements are frequently changing. ibis itplies additiont 

deletica and updating of graphical input. A designer may wish 

to carry out minor elemental changes wittout disturbing the 

rest cf the component such as altering ccrtel details which 

will not affect the details of reinforcements in the main 

column. In this case updating the remaiDimg data will te minor 

if an efficient complex data fcrz has beer uEed but a 

relatively 1hencmeral updating could result if the structure 

arrangement is of a sequential typ e. Simple data forms are 

adequate if the Si2e, cf data is small but there is need for an 
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efficiert cceplex data structure to cope with the reculiarities 

of structural design. A number cf complex forms could be Luilt 

from the three basic types discussed in Becticn 7.4.1. Some 

of these are 

1. Ring structure 

2. Tree structure 

3. Hiezarcbical structure 

bings are extended list structures. is in a list 

structure the records are connected by pointers but the last 

record points back to the first record. An indicator must be 

inserted in the first record to distinguisk the starting point 

from the first record. The functioning power of rings lies in 

their ability to retrieve and prccess all the injut in one ring 

and at the same time be able to branch off at any level into 

logically related rings and then tc perform similar functions. 

rig 7.02 shows hcw a list structure can be transforsed into a 

ring to perform different furcticns. It Fig 1.09 it is 

intended to preserve the elevaticn of the portal frame wbilst 

processing details of the ccvczete rafter. Data is so 

structured that a bxanching off to perfcrm this task is 

possible. The immediate advantage cf t1is arrargement is that 

if the trial design of a rafter is rejected to warrant a fresh 

data inputs the progress is irtexactively reflected in both 

subpictures but the ccriesponding price for such an efficient 

technique is that a relatively mcre storage lccaticn must be 

provided. 
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A tree is a graph vithout clcsed circuits laving chains 

between its nodes. It has an identificaticn block at the first 

level witb pointers to a hierarchy cf levels. The fizst level 

has cre rode and is cften termed a 'moot'. M ctbex nodes car 

have additional relaticnsbip, with ucdes, at higher le%els. The 

structure adopted for -the column drawings is illustrated in 

Fig. 7.03. 

A file comprising tree structures with levels of hierarchy 

and constructed with rings is called an BIFRARCHICAL structure. 

It cosprises an initial ring which is logically related to one 

level of rings which in turn Is lcgically related to another 

level of rings and so on. 7he corstruction includes the use of 

a number of pointers which takes data accessirg aid updating 

fast since cnly pointers are being changed and nct storage 

locations. 

7.5 STEUCTUEAL DESIGN WITE COMPUTIR GRAPHICS 

Fig. 7.04 illustrates the interface between the cost model and 

the graphics program. At a typical sessicn the graphics node is 

initialised. Analysis and Design routines of the cost todel 

link with the grapbics applicaticu program. Ike siate of the 

design Erccess is monitcred on a graphics terminal which can 

interrogate the process at any. stage to Jrsrect elezent sizes. 

In the event of a constraint being violated, the cption for 
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improveiterft is available. The iterative process ccntinues till 

all design constraints are satisfied and element sizes are 

acceptable to the designer. 

1he Integrated Graphics (IG) routines were used to develop 

the graphics program. IG is a set cf fcrtrar callatle 

subroutines' develcred to provide an interactive graphics 

facility in a time-sharing envircntent. 

At the end of the day if a EICT command is issued a set cf 

eight engineering drawings and a bending -schedule zheet axe 

digitally drawn (Pigs 7.05-7.13) 
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A t7rical extract from the prograt given below drats a purlin 

outline (Fig. 7.10) o. 

C 

C *** ETRAMI PUBLIV GEAERICS *** 

C 

CILL IGEGINS("PSICO) 

CALL IGISA(0.5,0.4) 

1: 0 30 J=1,8 

30 CALL IGDA (Xiplit) 

CALL IGEGWO ('FUECI) 

CAU IGEA(alb) 

EI=3.1415927 

DO 2001 1=625,875, pl 

TEEIA=K*0.002*Pl 

200 CALL IGDA (0.075*CCS (IHEIA) 0.075*SIIN JTEITA) 

CALL IGINEO("PUECO) 

C 

C *** ZCOR IN WITH PUELIN ABC *** 

C 

CILL IGTRAN(OPUEC'#ECVE# C, 56,0.20) 

CALL IGENDS(IFSECI) 

C 

C 

C 
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7.6 CCNCLUSIONS 

This chapter has cutlined how the graphical output system for 

EFEAME has been developed. The rrcgxas is ccrstiucted fxOR low 

level subpIctures, %bicb make use of primitive and composite 

transformations and efficieLt data base acdellimc. It is 

acknowledged that an effective utilisation of the techniques 

which are used here cannot be realised without a suitable 

graphics system surpoxted by a suitable operating systez. 
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CHAPTEE 6 

RESULTS 

8.1 OVERVIEV 

Some results of the study have ameady apFeared it Chapters 5.6 

and 7. Ir this chapter, several data sets are input -to the 

suite of programs amd the resultart outputs are FreEented. In 

particular., the distribution cf costs, effect cf primary 

variables on cost, optimal ccst response aLd the economics of 

rurning the piograis are presented. After each set cf results 

presented a discussion ensues cn its significarce. 

8.2 DISTRIBUTION OF CCSIS 

Sample data was input to the cost model and the resultant costs 

are presented in Tables 8.01 E-08. Fcr eacb data set the 

following assumpticns mere made 

1., Pitch of the tuilding is 140 

2. Haulage distarce is assumed tc te 40 miles 

3. The building is located in an open ccuntry where wind 

velocity is taken as 45 als 

4. Building height tc eaves is 6z. 
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7ables 8.01 and 8.02 show costs Of slugle-Eran buildings 

whose spans are 20 a, with frame spacing of 5a and numter of 
10 4.0 

bays varying between I, and X. These tuildirgs ate typical 

agricultuxal houses used by both small scale and large scale 

farmers. Single skin claddinc is used cn the rcof and the 

sides. 

In Tables 6.03 and 8.04, the cladding used cr tLe buiding 

is sandwich construction for both the roof and the sides. 

These buildings could ke used as waLetouses where it is 

desirable tc ccntral the room temperature to meet specification 

requirements. The tuildings are 2-span with ruzter of bays 

ranging fro& 5 to 20, span of 20 a and fraze, spacing of 5 s. 

The cost of four 3-span luildirgs are Fresented in Tables 

B. C6 and 8.07. These buildings are suitatle for heavy 

industrial activities where scme amount cf beat will te 

generated from beavj duty Rachines and t1e, use of iingle skin 

cladding is therefore preferred cn both roof and sides. Spans 

are limited to 20 m and frame sracing of 3.33 a is tsed wbilst 

the nuzber of bays vary from 5 to 20. 

Euildings suitable for light irdustrial factcziet are shown 

in Tables 6.07 and 8.08. Frame spacing varies from 4m to 6 

x. number of bays from 4 tc 10 and a sran cf 1! & is used 

thrcughcut. A tyrical light industrial factory is cladded with 

high quality sandwich constructicn type. 

lable 8.09 suzzarises hou the cost cf the structure is 

distributed over the five sain factors. The colt of 100 
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TAELI 8.01 COST DISTBIBUIICN FCR -c: IBGLE SPIV AGRICELIUBAI 

BUILUIGS 

JCCO &2 Building 200C &2 BUildinc 

I%II 

Falbricaticn 4976.85 44.07 9677.79 44. co 0 

Haulage 268. C8 2.37 522.25 2.42 

Foundation 651.73 5.17 1244.22 5.717 

cladding 4468.64 3S. 56 8258.14 38.: 2 

Erecticr 930.10 8.23 1850.71 8.51-9 

Total 11292.40 100.00 4-1-1553.02 1CO. Co 
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7ABLE 8.02 COS7 DISTEIEU7ICW FCB SIVGLE SPIV AGEICULTURAL 

EUILDITGS 

3000 &2 Building 4000 zz Euilding 

I%II 

Fabricaticn 5- 7 14378. ý 4 20 20045. S4 46.58 

Haulage 176-41 2.44 1036.58 2.40 

Foundation 1836.70 9; . 0077 2529.19 5. (4 

'; Cladding 12047.38 37.87 15836.69 36. EO 

Erecticn 2771.32 E. 72 
. 3691. c. 4 8.! 8 

Total 31810.3E 10C. Co 43034.53 1cc. (O 
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S TIBLE 8.03 CCST DISIRIBUTION ICE 2- MW VABIBOUSES 

1COO z2 Euildimg 2000 g2 Euildinc 

I%II 

Fabricaticn. 43005.45 27. eO 8142.64 28.03 

Haulage 223.63 1.44 422. E3 1.46 

FoundaticE 

claddirg 

]Erection 

533.24 3*44 977. (0 3. -: 6 

9958.68 64.29 18579.74 63.95 

469.80 3.03 930.10 3.20 

Total 15490.80 100.00 29052. SO MAO 
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7ABLE 8.04 CCST DISIRIBUTICT YOE 2- SIAI WHIHOUSES 

3CCO R2 Building 4COO 22 Euildirg 

III% 

Fabricaticn 11S79.83 2F.. 10 15817.02 28.15 

Haulage 622.02 1.46 821.21 1.46 

Foundation 

Cladding 

Erecticr 

1421. S6 3.34 1866.33 3.32 

27211. C8 63.84 35832.14 (3.78 

1390.41 3.26 1850.71 3.29 

Total 42625.30 100.00 56187.40 100. CO 
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TABLE 8.05 COST DISTEIEUTICN PCE 3- SPIV HEAVY INDESIRIAI 

BUILDITGS 

1CCO z2 Building 200C g2 Building 

Falbricaticn 5205.80 49.98 9768.31 51. C2 

Haulage 274*, 06 2.63 513.15 2. (8 

Foundation 

cladding 

Erecticn 

710. S8 6. e3 13U. 47 6. El 

3 r-5.90 75 36.05 6630.32 34.0 

469.80 4.51 930.10 4.66 

Total 10416.! 4 100.00 19145.34 100. CO 
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TAELI 6.06 COST DISTEIEUIICN FCF 3- SPIN HTAVY INDUSTRIAL 

BUILDITGE 

3CCO g2 Building 4000 22 EUilding 

I % 
.1 1 

]Fabricaticn 14330.63 51.43 1E893.36 51. (2 

Haulage 752.24 2.71 991.33 2.70 

Foundation 

Cladding 

Erection 

1895.95 6.80 2488.44 

9492.94 34.07 12378.06 

1390.41 4. S9 1850.714 

6. EO 

33. E2 

5. (6 

Total 27862.37 10C. CO 36601.69 1COA0 
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TABLE 8.07 COST tISIBIBUTION FOE 4- SPAN TAC70HI BUILDINGS 

1000 &2 Building 2000 z2 Euilding 

I % I % 

Fabricaticn 504-14.40 45.48 8229. CO 48.48 

Haulage 'ý9 2272. ý 2.68 426. C2 5- 2 2. IW 

Foundatior 740.61 7-29 1036. E5 6.12 

Cladding 

Erecticn 

3738.93 36.82 6716.14 39.! 7 

377.74 3.73 561. E6 3.21 

Total 10154.26 10C. Co 16972.46 icc. co 
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TABLI 8. OE COST DIS7BIBUTION POE 4- SEAS fICTCRY BUILDIVGS 

3COO 22 BUIldirg 4000 &2 Euilding 

IIII 

Fabricaticn 11666.70 48.57 14836.07 48.16 

uaulage 583.27, 2.43 738.79 2.40 

Foundation 

Cladding 

Erecticr 

1333.09 5.55 1629.33 5.: 9 

9687.11 4C. 34 1267C. C8 41.13 

745.98 3.11 930.10 3.02 

, iotal 24016.14 100.00 30804.37 ico. co 
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IAELE 8.09 SUMMARY FCR COSI DISIBIEUIICN 

Cost Bange Average Cost 

%I 

'Fabricaticn 27-80-51.62 41.52 

Haulage 1.44 - 2.71 2.16 

Foundatior 3.32 - 7.2S 5.18 

cladding 33.82 - 64.2S 46.20 

Erection 3.02 - 8.72 4.94 
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typical tuildings shows that fabrication and cladding account 

for over 80% of the total cost of the structure. cladding 

costs flactuate ccEsiderably due primarily to price differences 

between the various types of cladding desigt used. Foundation 

cost is generally below 10% of the overall cost of the 

structure though in protles areas this could Le higher. 

Haulage ccsts are the least of the five main factors. 

8.3 BUILDING AREA AND CCSJ 

The cost of two types of luildirgs axe examiLed. 7hese are 

classified as llcng' and 'wide' tuildings which are defined as 

follows : 

Lcvg building - 

Building length (frame spacing * number cf tays) > Building 

width (span * rumber of spans) 

Wide building - 

Building length < luilditg width 

Fig 6.01 shouS that building costs vary linearly -with 

building area and t1at long buldings tevd to te more expensive 

than wide tuildiDgs for tuilding aleas atcve JCCC g2. 
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8.4 OPIIMUM COSI RESECESE 

In Section 6.9 a theoretical case was stated for the rEe of cost 

contour surfaces tc represent the cost function in any selected 

spectrum of a pair of primary variatles. It paitictlar it %as 

argued that provided the lower and upper tounds of two primary 

variables are defined t1en the cost acdel can be inteifaced with 

the ccntcur program to displal an associated cost response 

surface. Seven sets of cost contcur surfaces are pre-cented in 

Figs 8.0 tc 8.28. Each -cet comprises cost surfaces whose areas 

are 1000 oz, 2000 22,30CO 12 and 4COC M2* fost of the 

industrial buildirgs coveted in the study have areas within this 

range, except for isolated cases which cculd he treated as 

special cases. The following assumptions have teen made wbilst 

generating the cost surfaces : 

16 All buildings axe situated in open countryside with an 

average wind velocity of atout 45 u/s 

2. A set cf design data describing material strength and 

characteristics have teen kept ccrstaLt tbrcughcut 

3.. prices of materials, accesscries, rates, crane charges and 

other secondary variables are all as at 1SI8. 

4, Fcr each cost surface, 100 designs have been used. 

5.1 Haulage distance is fixed at 4C miles from the factoxy. 

6. All linear measurements are it meters, rocf pitch in degrees 

and cost contours in Is. 

The prizary variables whose notation appear in Chapter 6 are 
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redefined here for easy reference : 

span cf tle structure x 

frame spacing 7 

number cf bays n 

number of spans k 

rocf ritcb w 

height to eaves b 

8.4.1 TEAME SPACIRG AVD NUMEER OF BAISE (Figs E. C2 - 8.05) 

: 510 

A lower and upper bound 3-12A R for frame spacinS and 1-10 

for number of bays was imposed on buildings with areas 1000 M2 

and 2000 32. For buildings witt areas 3CCO M2 and 4000 M2 the 

range cf frame spacing was increased to 4-292 M wbilst 

maintaining the same range fcr ruaber of lays. Ecof pitch was 

fixed at 140 and all buildings are 2-span structures. 

cost surfaces in figs 8.02 - 8.05 aie sticngll unimodal. 

For the 1000 M2 surface, the optimul is 1ccated at 

(3,7.0,6789.27) in a I-sbaPed valley. Walls of the valley are 

gentll slcped to the south tut elsewhere they are steep 

slcped. Jwc local derressions are formed to the soutb-east and 
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east cf the optimum. on the 2CCC S2 surface, the cptinum has 

moved to 12,9.0,15070.84) in the ncrth-west still residing in a 

V-vallel with relatively more gertly sloFed walls than the 1000 

E2 surface. The two Iccal depressions have shifted to the 

south-east of the optimum and a strong urimcdalit) persists. 

on the 3000 x2 surface the optimum is 1ccated at 

(3,, 9. Or2O840.74) in a deep trcuSb tc the west. The noth-east 

wall is steep slored and only one local optimum survives the 

pronounced unimodality located in the scutb-east of the 

optimum. In the ncrth-west, two isolated hillj outcrops 

emerge. On the 40CO 22 surface the cptiaut resides at 

(3,, 10.0,, 25-718.92) in a let deeper trough to the soutb-west. 

The bed of the trougb is indented with two Iccal depressions to 

the scuth-east and north-%est. The walls of the trough are 

steep-sided to the ncrtb-east and relatively gentle sloFed to 

the scuth-west. 

8.4.2 ROOF PIICH AND EEAME SPACING (Iigs 8.06 - 8.09) 

3: 5 y: S 12 

1: 5 WS 27 

Spans were limited tc 20 a and the lower and upper lounds were 

maintained for all buildings. Rccf cladding was sardwich and 

combivaticn of single skin and brickwork for the sides. 

Cost surfaces in Pigs 8-C6-8-C9 shcu a consistent 
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unimodality. The 1000 a2 surface is a V-shaped valley with a 

gently sloling lea. The optisuz resides ir tie south at 

(6.0,, 40,11129.16). There are no local depressions though the 

rectangular region w1ose vertices are : (5. CO51)820000.00)0, 

(5.0s1706205-000.0C)g (8.0s1710,, 20500.00) and (8.0,, 5c,, 20400.00) 

located in the central area is an urdulatirg Ilain uhere 

feasible designs would be economic . Cn the 2000 m2 surface a 

local depression has formed to the north of the optimum. The 

optimum has moved to (6.2,50,, 31839.44) in the south. This 

local depression is significantly situated far fica the optimum 

but it is withir a region where designs would incur 10% extra 

costs over the optimum design. Or the 3CCC m2 surface, the 

optimum resides in the south at (5.8.5.2c, 46.539. E8) in a U- 

shaped valley. The slope of the led and sides ct the valley 

have becoze steeper. Two local depressions in the rorth still 

appear plus a third depressicn tc tie east cf the optimum. 

This deFression in the east is formed at a lower altitude than 

the other two. Lesicns in the area of tie third depression 

attract extra 9.4% costs whilst designs in the area of the 

other two depressions attract 11.64% costs. On the 4000 m2 

surface the tuo, northern depressions and the eastern depression 

are still present. TLe optilux Is at (6.1.5.10,6124S. 97) still 

in the south. In the far north conical hills Lave forzed 

suggesting that as the tuilding area increases it becomes mcre 

expensive tc design fcr high pitched buildings. 
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8.4.3 SEAV IRE BUMEER Of EAYS (Pigs 8.1C - E. 13) 

:5 50 

:5 1C 

! [be lcwer ard urper bounds imposed on this range cf 

buildings were : 8-26 m for 1COC v2 atd 2CCC z2 buildings, 14- 

41 m cn the 3CCO m2 buildings and 14-50 m on the 40CO m2 

buildings. I roof pitcl of 140 was used. 

The cost surfaces in Pigs 8.10 - 6.13 are strongly 

unimodal. On the JCOO M2 surface the cptizut is located at 

(2,19.5,, 9415-84) in the north-test residing in a U-shaped 

valley. 7he wall to the west cf, tle valley is steeper than the 

wall to the east of the valley. 7here axe Eeven local 

depressions to the south-east and one to the north-west. The 

most attractive local depression would ccst extia 1,05% to 

design over the optimum. Generally, 2 or 3 span buildings with 

spans above 10 m but below 24 m attract up to 6.5% e2txa costs 

over the cptimum. Cn the 2000 M2 surface the cptizus resides 

at (4, r21.55g, 
15774.77) in an elongated U-shaped valley. Ihe wall 

to the west of the valley is still steep sloped., TIree local 

depressions are formed in the scuth-east. 3 to 5 span 

buildings with spars between 11-24 m are generally economical. 

The 3COO 32 surface also has a U-sbared valley ir which th6 

optimum resides located at (5.20.0121857.57) in the south. 

There are 8 local depressions to the north. In the north-east 

three isolated cctical hills have formed suggesting that multi- 

span buildings with over 7 spans ate not ecorctical. The 4000 
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M2 surface is fairly sizilar to the 3000 Z2 in many ways. The 

optimum is located at (5,26.0,21554-9.01) 1M the scuth. Fev 

local defresssicns still aFpear in the north-west and in the 

north-east. Some bills bave al-sc reappeazed. 

8.4.4 RCOI PITCH AVL NUMBER OF BAIS (Figs E. 14 - E. 17) 

15 w< 37 

1S n :5 10 

lower and upper bound for rcof pitcl was fixed at 1c-37c and 

for ruster of bays at 1-10. All buildings with areas 1000 M2 

and 2000 M2 were designed with 2 spats and thcse with areas 

30CO g2 and 4000 m2 designed with 5 spans. Cladding was single 

skin type 'for roof and sides. 

All the four surfaces in Figs E. 14-E-17 are unimodal. on 

the JOCO M2 surface the optiauz iesides at (3,200,8708.59) in 

an elcrgated U-shaped valley whose western wall is sleeper than 

the eastern wall. Oull two local depressions are foxmed to the 

south of the optimum. 3-5 lay buildings vith roof pitch 

between Letween 100-290 are generally economical. 1 and 2 lay 

buildings are very expensive so are buildirgs with C or more 

bays. on the 2000 m2 surface the optimum is located at 

(7,210,, 16042.09) on tle bed of an elongated U-shaped valley. 

The wall to the vest is still steep and two local depressions 

to the south have formed. 4-6 lay buildings with icof pitch 
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between 100-290 are economical but 1-3 bay buildinSs are very 

expensive. 9 and 10 lay tuildirgs ate alsc expensive and in 

fact, a lccal hill appears in the aid-east. live local 

depressions are formed in the scuth and two it the ncrth. 7he 

30CO 22 surface has features similar to the 1000 m2 surface. 

For instance the optimum at (4,21c, -212202.95) is fairly close to 

that cf the 1000 zz surface. Three local depressions appear in 

the south and two bills are formed in the east. 1he general 

eccMomic range returns to 3-5 bays with roof pitch between 100- 

290. On the 400C m2 surface, the cptizuz resides at 

(5, r2510, r27520.30) in a deep U-shaped valley whose walls are loth 

very steep. local depressions have become ioze isclated; 4 in 

the scuth and 4 in the north. For the first tine a hill 

appears in the north and the twc eastern tills also reappaear. 

It is mcw uneconomic tc design buildings with over 29c roof 

pitch. 

8.4.5 SEAV INt NUMEER Of BAYS (Fic-s 8.18 - E. 21) 

22 : 5x: g 6C 

1 :5k: 5 20 

Buildirgs desigred in this section were all single span 

type. Eoof pitch was maintaired at 140. Eccf cladding was 

sandwich tyFe ard the sides were cladded with comtinaticn of 

brick and single skin sheeting. 
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All the four surfaces show a strong uriacdality. On the 

loco S2 surface the cptimuz is located at (3,32.0,18874.3) in 

the north-west lying in an elotgated U-shared valley. Two 

local depressions arpear in the south and hills have formed in 

the north-east. Generallye 3-6 bay buildings having spans 

belcw 39 a are fairly economical. But single and double bay 

buildings and 8-10 bay buildings are very e2pensive. on the 

20CO 92 surface the optimum has moved tc (3,34.2, -3797.7) in 

the north still residing in a U-sbaFed vallej. The %all of the 

vallej to the vest has become steeFer whilst the wall to the 

cast is relatively gentle slcped. There axe three local 

depressions to the south and one to the north. Cn tie 3000 M2 

surface the optimum Is 1ccated at (6I, 45. C, 4929S. 9) in the 

north-east. Only cne lccal depression has fcrmed and there are 

no hills. Iconomic range has shifted to 5-9 bay buildings. On 

the 4COO S2 surface the optimum resides at (8,50.0,63979.9) 

still in an elongated valley. The valley mcw dips ncith-west. 

8.4.6 INUMIEE OF BAYS Aflr NUMBER Of SPANS (Pigs 8.22 - 8.25) 

1: 5 n: g 1C 

1 <k: Sl 0 

For the tuildings In this secticn, the spans %ere limited to 

20 a. xccf pitch tc 14c and single skin constructicn used for 

roof and sides. 
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All the cost surfaces are strongly unizodal. The 1000 m2 

surface has an optimum located at (4828WO. e4) In a trough 

which contains a local depression to the nortb-west of the 

optimum. 7he wall to the west cf. the trough is steep sloped 

whilst the wall to the east is gently sloped. Most economic 

buildings are in a region enclosed ty a pclygcn whose vertices 

are (2,2,9610.31) 8 (2,3v9097.34)j (4,, ---09465.91)g, 

(4,, l,, 9453,73) and (3,29, EE58.29). On the 2CCC zz Eurface the 

optimum is located at (8,, 2,, 1530S-73) in a trough lyinS to the 

south-east. The sides of this trcugb are steep ir the vest and 

relatively gentle in the east. Two local depressions appear in 

the north-west. The optiLuz for the 3000 M2 surface Is located 

at (8,3,20958.64) in tke south-east xesidirg in a deep trough. 

Four local depressions appear in the north-west and a saddle 

has formed in the mid-west creating a seccrd valley which dips 

north-west but shcws no promise for developing local 

depressions. The wall to the west cf, the trough is more steeper 

than that of the previcus surface but the wall to the north- 

east maintains a gentle slope. 7he 4CCC 12 surface has an 

optimum at (8,3,28525.93) and there are 3 local depressions in 

the north-west. The saddle emerSes again EeFerating the trough 

from the north-west dipping valley. As let this valley shcws 

no promise for developing local depressions. 
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8.4.7 FEAEE SEACIEG AVr NUMEEB OF SPAWS (Pigs 8.26 - 6.29) 

3: 5 y: 5 22 

1 :5k: S 10 

iower and upper lounds of . 1- 12 af or f rase spacing we re 

inEcsed or the 1COO X2 and 2000 R2 buildings, and 4-22 m on the 

3000 M2 and 4000 z2 buildings. Rcof pitch was maintained at 

140. All buildirgs were cladded with single skin sheeting. 

The cost surfaces in Figs 8.26 - 8.29 axe strongly 

unimadal. on the JOCO M2 surface the optiauz resides in a well 

defined trough located at (4,, 6.0,, 8432.32) lying in the mid- 

west. There axe to local depres'sions. Buildings with spans 

below 5m and above 10 a are uneconomical. The 29000 m2 surface 

has a well shaped optimum located at (5, E. C. 15C12.04). It is 

seFerated by a saddle from two lccal depressions located in the 

south-east. In the nortb-west amcther saddle selerates the 

optimum fro& a deep local derressicn. On the 3000 j2 surface 

the optimum is located at (2, r10. C,, 210CC. 11) ir a deep trough 

separated by a saddle from two local depressions situated in 

the south-east.. Noxth-eastern slcpes kave tecoze steeper. 

Buildings with frame spacing below 8.0 m and above 14.0 a are 

not economical. The optimum Ict the 4CCO 32 surface is at 

(2112. Os26O92.12). A saddle in the south-east separates the 

optimum from a shallow local depression ard a ccnical hill has 

formed it the rcrth-west of the optimum. InotLer local 

depression is located at nortb-east ci the cptizuK. '! teep sides 
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of the trough to tie north-east cf the optimum indicate that 

designs with frame spacing atove . 
14 a ard belcw 6a are 

sensitive tc cost. 

For all these buildings savings between 2.0-18.! % would te 

nade if the optisum design is used. 

8.5 THE ECONOMICS CP IFEAEE 

In this section the cost 

has been referred to in 

The cost of computer 

factors which vary from 

MTS operating system, 

followiEg resources : 

of runnirg tle suite cf Ficgiams which 

-hapter 6 and elsewhere are Fresented. 

time in fact, deperds cn a number of 

environment to environment. Under the 

ckarges wade are classified under the 

i. CPU time 

ii. Plot time 

iii. card inages read in 

iv. Elapsed terminal session tize 

v. Virtual mencrl tiae 

vi. Disc storage 

vii. Printer time and printer paper 

It will be assumed that no taFe scurt will he zade. 
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lable 6.10 shows ctarges iLcuried at a typical session. At 

this sessicn, it takes 14.653 seconds of CFu tize to compile 

the various subrrograms of the cost todel (Section 6.8). 

Thereafter CPU times for designirg a building and 50 buildings 

are sbcwr. In the main grarhics program, the plot time refers 

to a set of engineering drawings (Figs I. C5 - 7.12). 7he 

berdirg zcbedule (Fig 7.13) sheet is done separately. The 

optimization time corresponds to 1CC pertuibaticts (Chaptex 3). 
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IAELI 8.10 THE CCSI OF RUNIIWG SUITE Of ERCGBAES 

Program CPU line fIct Time Ccst 

Sec. min. S 

1. cost Mcdel 14.653 lf2.79 

i. 1 tIdg. 0.879 9.77 

ii. 50 t1ds. e. ele S7. S7 

2. Gralphics 18.370- 19.15 2C4. C9 

(figs 7.05-7.12) 

3., B/SCbedule 4.375 ". 033 48. (l 

4. Cost CCntOUrS 

i. fig 8.01 3.747 6.133 41.63 

ii. Fig 8.02 3.888 5.533 43.16 

iii. Fig 8.03 5.04 4.655 r-, 5. s9 

iv. Fig 8.04 5.981 4.33 66.45 

optinizer(100rums) 4.599 51. C9 
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CHIPTEE 

CCIMIUSICES 

9.1 SUGGESIICES FCR FUHIHEE RISEAICH 

The following suggesticns are recogmended fcr any Fassible 

future ccntinuaticn cf the work reported in this stuEy. 

i. Ihough precast concrete portal fraaes with fixed feet do 

not at present have as zuch industrial applicaticr as the 3- 

pinned portal frames reported in this thesis, similar studies 

can be carried out On its Existirg utiliEaticr tc see if it is 

a better alternative to the 3-pinned portal frame. 

ii. 1hough there are very 

buildings being erected in the 

range of such buildings are 

countries, notabli Germany. 

places adopting prestressed 

results that can compare witb 

study. 

few prestreEsed ccmcxete framed 

UK (Section 4.6) a significant 

being erected in cther European 

Ar extended study Into other 

frazes will produce invaluatle 

tle results repcrted in this 

iii. other alternative Optimization prccesses such as the 

penalty functicn approach can te used. 

iv. 3- dimensicnal drawings are not used very often in 
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structural design. 7b! s is not lecause they axe not useful but 

ibecause of the labour involved in developing the*. With recent 

advances in hiddden line elizitaticm ard generany new 

develcpsents in graphics hardware, it is recommended that 

future extensions should include 3r pictures. 

9.2 SUMIMAEY 

The fcllcving conclusicn-- are reached as a result of the study 

reported herein : 

1. The piecast concrete in ustrI has suffered frcm recent 

worldwide economic recessioL. The worst Cf the slump appears 

to have taken place already kut it j- still Frematute to 

speculate on reccverj to pre-inflation levels. 

2., There is a growth in demand for precast ccrciete framed 

structures despite current worldwide recession. Generally, 

the precast concrete framed building indrstry is mcre hucyant 

than zost. sectors of the precast ccEclete industry. 

3. optimization processes have mot as yet tecole readily 

available design tools. Ore reccatended way tc cvexcoze this 

difficulty is to formulate the objective function and 

constraints in such a way that the cptinizaticn process can be 

converiently inccrorated in a design process without destroying 
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the interral structule of the design algorltba. 

4. The ccst of cladding precast concrete framed structures 

forms about 46% of the total cost of the stiuctcre. it is 

suggested that design of cladding be accorded a better 

scientific status that befits its iarortance. 

5, In the fabrication of the various elements of the structure 

concrete placing was found tc be mcst expersive whil-ct cutting 

and bending reinfcrcezent to scbedule was the least expensive. 

As a result, structural elezents which require intricate could 

shapes tend to be relatively acre expensive to manufacture. 

6. The overall cost of the structure is a function of 

fabrication,, haulage, foundatior, claddimg, and election. The 

proportiors of these factors tc the overall coit of the 

structure are respectively, 42%. 21,5%, 46% and 5%. 

7* Structural design can ke integrated with Interactive 

graphics in such a harzony that could prove most beneficial tc 

engineers. 

8. In computer graphics, tle building cf structural 

engineering pictures is best achieved tbrcugh efficient data 

structure modelling and applicaticr cf mathematical 

transfcrmations te subpictures. 

9. The cost of the structure varies linearly with tuilding 
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area., Long buildinSs tend to be more expensive than wide 

buildings fcr buildings whose areas are abcve JOCO M2. 

10. Fcr zost buildings an ortimum exists either in at 

elongated valley or in a deep trCugh. An optimus design costs 

between 2% and 18% less than a tiaditional manual design. 

11.1here exists a suite cf Ircgians called EFEAME vhcse 

subsystems can be used to obtain tle results presented herein. 


